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It seems that, at least for now, students are going to have to find space
other than the science building to
study late into the night on campus.
In the past, students have been
able to study in the building after
lockdown hours, but over the past
few weeks special constable services
has begun to usher students out at
closing.
“I’m very surprised that all of a
sudden this has become an issue because nothing is new here, as far as I
know,” said Paul Jessop, dean of science at Laurier. “Maybe the degree
of enforcement is a little different.”
Monday to Thursday, the building is open until 11:00 p.m. and 6:00
p.m. on the weekend.
“It’s been the rule, but it’s been
somewhat lax enforcement, which
everybody agreed to,” Jessop said,
referring to students technically being unable to remain in the building
after lockdown.
During exam time in April, the
Science building extended their
hours by request of students, closing
at 2:00 a.m. It returned to regular
hours in May, but Jessop said that
since then no one has requested that
the hours be extended.
Part of the reason why the building is not open 24/7 in the first place
is due to the undergraduate teaching
labs and research labs located on the
second and third floors, which contain dangerous chemicals and hazardous materials.
“Those labs should be locked at
all times,” said Jessop. “But mistakes
are made and from time-to-time
they’re not locked.”
In the past, Jessop continued,
they have considered addressing
this by segregating the first floor
from the floors above. But due to the
expense and “ugly” appearance, they
Campus, page 4

Local company, BlackBerry, has uncertain future after it sees its sales collapse
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Sexual assault: a silent crime
LAURA BUCK
LEAD REPORTER

A recent sexual assault near Wilfrid
Laurier’s campus is an unsettling reminder that gendered violence continues to be a prevalent issue in not
just the Waterloo Region, but in society as a whole.
Although cases of reported sexual
assaults have not statistically increased in Waterloo, Sara Casselman, a spokesperson for the Sexual
Assault Support Centre of Waterloo
Region, explained that these figures
are “consistently high.”
“I think that the average person
doesn’t really have a sense of how
prevalent this issue is in our community and especially within our

university communities,” Casselman said.
She explained that national studies demonstrate that young people
between the ages of 16 to 24 are
four times more likely to be victim
to sexual assault than any other age
demographic.
“Sexual assault on campus or
around campus has always been an
issue and remains to be an issue,”
Casselman said.
Sergeant Tom Matthews of Waterloo Regional Police, who oversees
the major investigators involved
in cases of sexual assault, told The
Cord that no charges have been laid
in the recent assault of an 18-yearold woman.
The assault occurred Sat.

Big loss, strong effort
Despite leading after first quarter, WLU loses 45-24 to Western
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

What happened?
This was the common phrase
during Saturday’s Ontario University Athletics (OUA) matchup between the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks and the first-place, No.2 nationally-ranked Western Mustangs.
On paper, everything seemed to
go according to plan. The first-place
5-0 Mustangs eventually cruised to
a 45-24 win over the young Hawks,
now with a 1-4 record.
But on the field, the game was
anything but textbook.
“We prepared for them,” said running back Dillon Campbell. “They
underestimated us and we showed
them what we could do. So we came
out, banging heads and we played as

BlackBerry loses
$1 billion in Q2

BBM delayed again

hard as we could.
“Unfortunately we couldn’t do the
whole thing.”
At the beginning of the game,
Laurier cruised to an easy 10-0 lead.
Third-year kicker Ronnie Pfeffer’s
35-yard field goal and quarterback
James Fracas’ one-yard run shut
Western out in a quarter for the first
time this season.
One of two of Campbell’s touchdowns came on a 100-yard run —
the second longest in team history,
three yards short of the record.
Laurier even led at the half
against the OUA powerhouse. And
when Western gained the lead in
the third quarter and started to
widen the gap, Laurier still fought
back, including Campbell’s second
touchdown of the day and a couple
interceptions.

And for the fifth consecutive week,
Laurier’s defence shined. It’s the
first time this season that Western
hasn’t eclipsed 50 points in a game.
They also managed to force all-star
quarterback Will Finch to throw two
interceptions.
It was like they believed in
themselves.
“They do. It’s a tough team,” head
coach Michael Faulds said. “When I
shake hands with coaches at the end
of the game, I want to be known as
a tough team that’s going to play for
four quarters.
“And shaking hands with the
Western coaches, they thought we
had a tough team, a hard-fought
team, and we’re going to improve a
lot.”
Sports, page 21

September 14, between University
Ave. E and Regina St. N when a lone
male approached the victim, following a brief conversation.
“It was reported to Laurier, one
of our major case branch investigators has been assigned. They then
conduct their investigation which
includes interviewing the victim, interviewing any other potential witnesses,” Matthews said.
Last year there were 398 reported
cases of sexual assault to Waterloo
Regional Police, yet these numbers
only account for incidences that
were actually reported.
Casselman explained that only
ten per cent of victims of sexual
assault report to the police. “The
numbers are so much higher than

“Sexual assault on campus or around campus
has always been an issue
and remains to be an
issue.”
—Sara Casselman, spokesperson for the
SASCWR
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Preamble to The Cord
constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly. The
Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When an error of omission or of commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged promptly.
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or an
organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to reply
at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts of interest and the appearance of
conflicts of interest will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it,
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community of KitchenerWaterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns of the students of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by
neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and
freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfi lled when debate and
dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper,
and through The Cord’s contact with the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither
repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student press is to
act as an agent of social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs
of our newspaper.
Quote of the week:
“I can’t. I need to go wash my feet.”
–Local and National Editor, Ashley Denuzzo re: what she had to do before
receiving help from Visual Director Kate Turner
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Would you work an
unpaid internship?

“If the experience would
help me in my next job,
definitely.”
– Wade Fili
third-year, economics

Bag o’ Crime
Injured/Sick Person:
Location: Bookstore
Reported: Monday, Sept 16, 2013 @
10:42 a.m.
An SCS Officer responded to the
Bookstore for a report of a female
who had fainted while standing in the
line. On arrival, the female student
appeared incoherent and profusely
sweating. The student was escorted
by wheelchair to Health Services, and
subsequently, a short time later EMS
was dispatched and she was transported to Grand River Hospital.
Drugs:
Location: Residence
Reported: Tuesday, Sept 17, 2013 @
1:51 a.m.
SCS Officers attended to a Residence
for a report of drug use in an apartment. On arrival, Officers were
invited in to the apartment and the
occupants admitted to smoking
marijuana prior to the Officers arrival.
A homemade water bottle bong and a
metal tin with marijuana residue were
produced and seized for destruction.
The items were transported to North
Division where they were logged for
destruction. Residence Life will be
dealing with the students involved.
Theft Under $5000:
Location: Bookstore
Reported: Tuesday, Sept 17, 2013 @
12:19 p.m.
SCS Officers received a report from
the Bookstore that they had a notebook stolen with an approximate value
of $500.00. The CCTV video footage
was reviewed and an unknown male
was seen taking the notebook on
display. Further video footage was
reviewed to determine direction of
travel and possible identification.
Assist Other Service:
Location: 60 Ezra St
Reported: Tuesday, Sept 17, 2013 @
10:49 p.m.
WRPS requested assistance from a
SCS officer in dealing with some occupants at 60 Ezra St. who allegedly
were throwing coconuts at passing
vehicles. Two of the responsible occupants in an apartment were identified
as WLU students. They will be dealt
with by the Student Conduct Administrator for their behaviour.
Injured/Sick Person:
Location: Fred Nichols Campus
Centre
Reported: Wednesday, Sept. 18, 2013
@ 1:07 a.m.
SCS and ERT members attended to
the Foot Patrol office in response to a
call for medical assistance. A 21 year
old student was treated for scrapes
and bruises to his hands, knees and
elbows by ERT. The injuries had been
sustained as a result of a fall. He was
transported home by SCS.

Follow Special
Constable Services
on Twitter
@WLUSCS

Vocal Cord

“Yeah, It’s all about
building that resume.”
– Evan Shouldice
fourth-year, arts

Photos courtesy of Laurier Archives

Students from the ‘80s partake in a Laurier homecoming tradition.

Do you know the
backstory for this
homecoming
tradition?
We don’t. And we want to
know. E-mail editor@thecord.
ca if you have an idea.

“I’d be looking to compensate for the amount
of time I’m putting in.”
– Tom Polo
fourth-year, film

Andre Furlong Laurier archives

The original bowl at Archives.

Meet our new Local and National editor
We have filled the
Local and National
vacancy! Ashley
Denuzzo, The Cord’s
former lead reporter,
has taken the leap to
becoming an editor.
Have a news tip?
E-mail adenuzzo@
thecord.ca

“Definitely, sometimes
it’s hard to find experience for a particular
job.”
– Shikah Bindra
third-year, bio and psych

“For the experience,
definitely.”
– Kevin MacColl
fifth-year, biology
Compiled and photos by Ryan Hueglin,
photography manager

Have a
good
story that
we’re
missing?
E-mail editor@
thecord.ca for
news tips.
Cover photo manipulation by Kate
Turner , Visual Director
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CAS profs express frustration
ALISSA MACDONALD

“We aren’t asking for the
moon.”

CORD NEWS

On May 14, 2013 the Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty Association
(WLUFA) and the university met to
exchange proposals for the negotiation of a new contract for Contract
Academic Staff (CAS). Since then,
WLUFA, which represents the CAS,
and the university, have had 20 bargaining meetings.
CAS is aiming to avoid a strike
and gain recognition, health and
dental benefits, job security and reasonable compensation for their dedication to teaching more than half of
Laurier’s students.
“We were intended to be temporary [and] we ended up being
the main educators at Laurier,” explained Carolyn Ensley, who has
been a CAS member since 2004. “In
2008 just over 30 per cent of students were taught by CAS and by
2013 it has raised to 52 per cent.”
Kevin Crowley, director of communications and public affairs at
Laurier, explained that the number of CAS members employed by
the university each year is pretty
consistent.
“In the contract for full-time faculty with WLUFA, the contract stipulates that the university is permitted to employ enough CAS members to teach up to 35 per cent of the
courses offered,” he said.
While it is difficult to know for
sure, as part-time faculty have different titles at every institution,
Crowley said the university believes
the number of CAS they employ is
“on par with other universities.”
Recently, CAS has been reaching out to students to express their
contentions through Tumblr, where
they’ve posted photos which tell one
sentence stories of their struggles
as CAS.
Jason Sager, who posted a photo
to the site, has been a CAS professor for five years at Laurier and explained that he wants to show “the
contribution that CAS makes to the
university” and “that [they] are here
to ensure students get the best education they can.”

More news inside:

Syria stories

—Kimberly Ellis-Hale, CAS professor
at Wilfrid Laurier University
RYAN HUEGLIN PHOTO MANAGER

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

CAS professor Kimberly Ellis-Hale has taken her story to Tumblr.

“Laurier’s mission statement is
inspiring lives and that’s what we
do,” Sager added.
Kimberly Ellis-Hale, who has
taught at Laurier for 14 years and
has been a member of CAS for most
of her employment, commented on
the extra work CAS professors put
in, despite only getting paid for the
courses they teach.
“I think we deserve a little bit
more than what we are getting…we
aren’t asking for the moon,” EllisHale said.
Currently, CAS professors make

about $7,000 per course. $24,000 is
the maximum amount a CAS professor can make in a year, which
prompts many to seek part-time
teaching opportunities at other
post-secondary institutions, in addition to teaching at Laurier.
Job security is another primary
concern, as Laurier hires CAS members on a four month contract basis.
Laurier also has up to a week before
the class starts to cancel the class.
Bill Salatka, president of the
WLU Faculty Association (WLUFA) expressed their position on the

negotiations.
“WLUFA wants to make sure our
CAS are fairly treated, fairly compensated and [have] adequate opportunities for employment,” he
said. “CAS has always been an integral part of Laurier and they should
be treated that way.”
In regard to the bargaining so far,
Crowley said there has been agreement on non-monetary and noncompensation matters.
“The message we’ve been getting from the province is that there’s
not a lot of money to go around, especially for wage increases, so you
have to hold the line,” he continued.
“So that’s pretty much out of our
hands and out of the CAS hands.”
The last time CAS at Laurier
chose to strike was in March 2008
and the collective agreement wasn’t
resolved until early April.
The strike resulted in numerous
class, tutorial and lab cancellations
just weeks before final exams.
This junction is the reason why
a conciliator, a third-party government facilitator, has been requested. Crowley noted that this is
normal for most bargaining at the
university.
“What’s unusual in a positive way,
I think, is that in this case WLUFA
and the university are jointly asking for conciliation,” Crowley commented. “I think this indicates a fair
amount of agreement and progress.”
- With files from Marissa Evans

Syrians, from
K-W and
abroad, discuss
experiences
National, page 7

Health talks
Roots up
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Campus clubs
meet to talk
about mental
health
Campus, page 6

Milton campus delayed indefinitely
MARISSA EVANS
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Wilfrid Laurier University first began exploring the possibility of creating a new campus in Milton in
2008. But for the past two years, the
realization of such a campus has
been put on pause as Laurier, and
other universities and colleges in
Ontario seeking to expand, await
a new policy from the provincial
government.
Brian Rosborough, senior executive officer of the Brantford campus,
explained that in 2011, the ministry
of training, colleges and universities
put a moratorium on “new so-called
satellite campuses” until they released a policy on their creation.
“It’s expected to classify what
the government means by satellite
campuses,” Rosborough explained.
“And how they’re planning on regulating the development of new ones
and potentially how they’re going
to support the development of new
ones.”
The policy was originally expected to be released before the election
in 2011. Now Rosborough said they
are anticipating its release this fall.
“We’re in the process right now of
determining next steps,” said Brad
Duguid, minister of training, colleges and universities.

“We’re in discussions right now
of ‘where do we go from here?’ to
ensure that proponents like Laurier can have some clarity as to what
their next steps are going to be.”
The formation of this policy was
instigated, he explained, from the
government’s identification of a student need; the province has seen
161,000 students being added to the
system over the past few years.
“There are now certain regions
in our province that, if you look to
where growth is going to be in the
future and to where the gaps are
now, are not as well-served as they
need to be in the area of post-secondary education,” he continued.
According to Chris Walker, former vice-president of university affairs at the Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union, Milton is one
of these areas.
“I think if [the government does]
decide to build another campus,
Milton is definitely on the shortlist
being just outside of the GTA,” he
said.
“It’s one of the more populated
areas — Milton is a fast growing
city, so it does make a lot of sense.”
Walker commented that the university has already put in the effort
to make a proposal to prove that
Laurier is the right institution for
Milton.

Rosborough confirmed, “We have
made a number of formal submissions to the government supporting
our proposal.”
Duguid also made note of Laurier’s efforts to make their goals visible, saying that Max Blouw, president of the university, “puts forward
a very compelling case” and that
“the officials involved with the Milton proposal and president Blouw
have really worked hard to get out in
front and be very proactive in putting together what’s a very impressive partnership.”
He did add, however, that there is
interest across the province in terms
of expansion and that he anticipates
competition between institutions.
Milton already has 150 acres of
land for the site of the anticipated
campus. As well, Laurier made the
commitment that they would invest
$2.4 million in a velodrome for the
2015 Pan Am Games pending on the
creation of the campus.
Jim Butler, VP of finance and administration at Laurier, explained
that the velodrome would be located
on a corner of the property that is
to be part of the new campus, and
would serve as an athletic facility
for the institution after the games.
However, the actualization of this is
dependent on timing as the university will not be investing until the

KATE TURNER VISUAL DIRECTOR

campus has been confirmed.
Walker voiced that he “wouldn’t
hold [his] breath” that the campus
will be happening anytime soon,
however, as he asserted that the
government has other priorities at
the moment.
But Rosborough explained that

the university has a long-term view
on campus expansion.
“It’s taking a while to determine
what will happen in Milton, but it’s
a very long-term vision that we have
and therefore it’s worth spending
the time that’s needed to try to make
it happen.”
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Counselling accessibility evaluated
erika ymana
staff writer

Being a student is a full-time job.
Not only do students have to be dedicated to their program of choice,
but many also have extensive commitments to jobs or extracurricular
activities.
Dealing with pressure can become even harder in a new and different environment. To help students with issues regarding mental
health, Wilfrid Laurier University
offers free on-campus counselling
to its students.
“Sometimes students need to talk
to people who will listen and are
non-judgmental,” Tracey Watson,
a counselling consultant at Laurier,
explained.
But how accessible is on-campus
counselling at Laurier?
Students seeking counselling
have to sign-up for an intake time
with a counsellor during a weekday.
This system is on a first come, first
served basis.
According to Watson, counsellors arrive at the office with a line already forming for the sign-up sheet.
After students have signed up, the
period of waiting before they can
be taken in for an appointment is a
week. However, during peak times,
the wait could extend to two weeks.
Peak times for the office are usually during October to the first of

jody waardenburg lead photographer

Writer Erika Ymana takes a closer look at how well counselling services supports students at Laurier.

November, also known as midterm
season.
“We are busy when students are
busy,” said Watson.
Students who seek immediate attention are never turned away and
can be seen without an intake form
as long as they qualify as being in a
‘crisis’ situation.
During the beginning of the year,
counsellors tend to have an average

of five crisis appointments per day.
This number usually increases in
peak times. Last year, from October
22 to November 9, counsellors dealt
with 23 crisis situations.
For counselling services, being
in a crisis entails danger (to oneself
or another), coping with the death
of a loved one, having strange or
traumatic experiences, or being unable to handle an overwhelming and

Task force in
drafting phase

Muslim
studies
grows

chloe stanois

lindsay purchase

staff writer

senior news editor

As part of the course offerings for
the Muslim studies option, students
will soon be able to take classes
that overcome the constraints of
borders.
A new partnership has been created with Sehir University in Istanbul, in which students from both
campuses will listen to lectures and
do work through video-conferencing technology.
“I’m very, very interested in
breaking through the physical barriers of education,” said Michel Desjardins, the associate dean, research
and curriculum, for the faculty of
arts.
The course, MZ200, Introduction
to Muslim studies, aims at providing students with a broader worldview of how Islam appears in different cultures. Although it’s not in
place right now, there are also hopes
that it could be expanded to include
a summer exchange option in the
future.
The point, Desjardins assured,
is not to “exotify” a distant culture,
but to draw attention to different
perspectives.
“To go and learn with Muslims
who live in a Muslim-dominant culture is a completely different experience that a lot of individuals here,
either who are Muslim or non-Muslim taking this course, don’t have
that experience of living,” he said.
“It will introduce them to various aspects of what being Muslim
means to people around the world,”
added Gavin Brockett, a history
professor who will be teaching the
course.
He continued, “To have a partner
in Turkey that is willing to work with
us is wonderful. The students there
are just like students here, so it’ll

unbearable situation.
Watson explained that in a stressful situation, students might feel like
they are in a crisis, but may not necessarily qualify. In these instances,
students are told to come back on a
different day.
“If a student is at more of a risk,
we prioritize,” said Watson.
If after seeing the criteria students still feel like they need

urgent help, they will be seen by a
counsellor.
Moreover, students are redirected
when their issues cannot be solved
using the short-term model. An example would be if a student were
struggling with addiction.
Watson explained, “If their treatment goals are long-term, then we
refer them to the community.”
Brian Kwok, a Laurier student
who has used counselling in the
past, said that he was satisfied with
counselling at Laurier and found it
extremely helpful. He was able to
see a counsellor within a few days
after filling out an intake form.
“They tried to schedule me in as
soon as possible,” said Kwok.
He commented, however, that he
knows of a few people who completed the intake form but asked to
be referred to outside services because of the long wait.
Adrienne Luft, mental health and
student support team leader, explained that students require different assistance. As a case manager,
her job is to connect students to outside resources in the community.
“One size doesn’t fit all. It’s okay for
students to switch counsellors,” said
Luft.
Students may think that they are
at fault, she continued, but it would
be better to keep looking, even if it is
the community or outside resources
that could fulfill their needs.

lena yang graphics editor

Next year students in Muslim Studies course will be given the
opportunity to work alongside students in Istanbul.

be a great opportunity to cut across
boundaries, borders and for students to realize that in this globalized world, there’s actually not much
that separates them.”
Brockett has colleagues at Tehir
University, which helped to facilitate the partnership, and also found
it had many similarities to Laurier’s
academic profile.
All courses there are also taught
in English.
This isn’t the first time a videoconferencing class has been offered
at Laurier. Last year, global studies students had the opportunity
to participate in a course offered in
conjunction with Ashesi University
in Ghana.
However, slow internet connections between the universities
posed problems for cross-cultural
exchange.
“That particular course could
have been a lot more effective, but
the idea of bringing students together was interesting,” said Desjardins.
“I think the technology will improve, year-by-year.”
Connectivity at Sehir University
is considered to be suitable for the

program.
Brockett says he is “very aware
of the problems and the potential
that go along with the technology”
and has designed the course to allow students to interact even in the
instance that video-conferencing is
unavailable.
Students will be able to chat with
one another online and also collaborate on projects in their own time.
“The idea really is that they build
a relationship … and it’s not simply
the classroom, audio-visual connection that’s important,” he explained.
“Students here will have the opportunity to learn with them and most
importantly get a very different perspective from the Kitchener-Waterloo view of things.”
The Muslim studies option is a
four credit component available
to all faculty of arts students that
draws on faculty from a number of
different departments, including
sociology, religion and culture, and
others.
The MZ200 course will be offered
in the fall of 2014 as one of two core
courses for the option. Enrolment is
still open.

Since it was created in December,
the first-year experience task force
has moved out of the preliminary
and research and development
phases and will now be moving towards the drafting of an action plan.
Chaired by David McMurray, vice
president of student affairs, and
Deborah MacLatchy, vice president
of academic and provost, the task
force was formed with the aim of
bringing a more comprehensive approach to considering the experience the university creates for firstyear students.
“The first-year experience is well
done, but it’s not as cohesive as we’d
like it to be. There are some gaps,”
McMurray explained. “And instead
of doing that one-off, we want to
make sure that things are looked at
in a full, comprehensive view so that
we can finalize an excellent program
going forward.”
McMurray reviewed the progress
that the task force has made since
December and their plan going into
the summer and new school year.
The preliminary phase involved
setting the foundation of the project: establishing a mandate, guiding
principles, and looking at first-year
skills, competencies and learning
outcomes.
From there, the task force moved
in the research and development
phase, focusing on four things.
“The first, was there’s an annual international conference on
the first-year experience,” explained
McMurray. “So we sent a small
team to that conference to do a wide
sweep of all of the latest trends,
technologies, programs and approaches on the first year.”
Additionally, three research and
development committees were
formalised from the task force: an

internal research group, an external
research group and a program audit
and inventory group.
“I know we’re all excited,” he said.
“We split up in these groups and I
was involved with the group three
that I mentioned. People were really excited about the kinds of things
that we’ve already got on board, but
there’s so much more that we can
do.”
The information gathered by each
group will be presented at the next
meeting—which will be taking place
later this month — and used to draft
an action plan.
“It’ll basically be a first shot at a
more comprehensive, intensive focus on the first-year experience,”
McMurray said. “And we’ll want to
circulate that widely to the Laurier
community in both Waterloo and
Brantford to get feedback from everyone — from students, from faculty, from staff and from alumni.”
The drafting and circulation will
take place over the summer and into
the fall term when students have returned to campus. Their intent from
here, according to McMurray, is to
“[move] towards a final recommendation in late fall, so that [they’re]
ready to go for the 2014-15 year”.
“It’s a long process because
there’s a lot to do,” he continued.
“There’s a lot of eagerness to get
that draft out. I think when we do
we’ll be very well prepared and the
document will be one that will excite
the entire campus community.”
Annie Constantinescu , WLU
Students’ Union president and CEO,
also commented on the lengthiness
of the process.
“I think we’re being very diligent
in the process. Yes, it’s very long and
extensive,” she said. “[But] I think
it’s good that we are being extensive,
because it’s one of those things that
if you’re going to do it you might as
well do it well and take the time.”
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Reading days
topic revisited
Fall reading days may be reconsidered
KAITLYN SEVERIN
CORD NEWS
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Gabe Fontana will be cutting his hair in the Concourse on Oct. 1 to raise money for cancer research.

‘Gabe’s Cut’ raises $850
After seeing this, Fontana was
certain he wanted to participate as
well.
After three years of growing out the
For 75 years, the Canadian Cancer
flow- his hair, that is- Gabe Fontana Society has been a national organiwill be publicly shaving his head in
zation made up of volunteers with
the Concourse at Wilfrid Laurier
one common mission; the terminaUniversity.
tion of cancer and improving the
The event, a fundraiser, will be
quality of life of people diagnosed
taking place on Oct. 1.
with cancer.
Fontana, a fourth-year generAll of the money which Fontana
al arts student at Laurier, decided
accrues, according to his fundraishe would fundraise for the Canaing site, will “help fund leading-edge
dian Cancer Society a year ago. His
cancer research that is improving
grandfather, he explained, does a lot cancer treatments, preventing cancer
of work for the Canadian Cancer So- and saving lives.”
ciety, which is why he decided to folHis fundraising has been withlow in his footsteps.
in the city of Waterloo along with
Fontana was also inspired through his hometown of London, Ontario.
his personal connection to the disKeeping it small and personal, Fonease, as he has had relatives diagtana has received most of his donanosed with cancer. With this, he saw tions through friends and family.
success in others doing the same
“This past weekend I had a barfundraiser.
becue at my house and raised $350,”
“I had a friend who was successful he said.
in raising $1,000 and a cousin who
Sitting at a total of $850 raised
did the fundraiser as well,” Fontana
since Aug. 15, Fontana hopes to surexplained.
pass his goal of $1,000 next week at
LAUREN BURNSIDE
CORD NEWS

his fundraiser in the Concourse.
Fontana encouraged everyone to
come by the Concourse on Oct. 1, to
watch his head get shaved.
“I’ll be accepting last-minute donations to help get me to my goal of
$1,000.”
He also added, “Wilf’s has also
given me coupons to give out on October 1 to donors.”
Not only is Fontana donating the
money he has raised since August,
but he is also donating his hair.
He explained, “It’s being donated
for a wig for kids, so it can help them
adjust.”
For those who can’t make it out
to the fundraiser next Tuesday, online donations are welcomed as well.
Fontana has his own page set up
through the Canadian Cancer Society’s website: convio.cancer.ca/goto/
gabescut.
“Not only did cancer affect me, but
cancer affects everyone, and that’s
why I think people will donate when
they see my station in the Concourse
next week,” he said.

Over the past two years at Wilfrid
Laurier University, discussion has
been circulating around the idea of
inserting reading days into the fall
academic calendar.
Last year, the topic of fall reading days was brought to the table at
Senate as it related to discussions
around mental health. However, issues arose in deciding where the
extra days would be taken from, options including shortening Orientation Week and having exams on
Sundays.
It was decided that the merits of
fall reading days should be part of a
larger examination of the first-year
experience, one that is currently being looked at by a task force. However, it appears as though there is
the possibility of renewed consideration in the 2014-15 year.
Annie Constantinescu, WLU Students’ Union president and CEO,
spoke about her opinion on the matter and the developments that have
taken place at the beginning of the
school year.
“Knowing that mental health is a
growing issue and that this is something that is already established at
a lot of the state schools and that
positive feedback has come back
from that, I think it’s a good initiative that’s tangible,” said Constantinescu. “Students can plan around it
and look forward to it and use it in
the way that would serve them best
for mental health and wellness.”
“I would be happy to see that revisited because, personally, I think
that was the wrong decision,” Paul
Jessop, dean of science, said, commenting on the decision last year to
leave the fall reading days topic.
Both the Students’ Union and
Senate are looking into the pros and
cons of a reading weeks at other
schools before moving forward with
the idea. Only five post-secondary
schools in Ontario do not have fall
reading days, including Laurier and
the University of Waterloo.
Queen’s University has conducted a mental health strategy that
proposes the idea of a fall reading weeks, which Laurier and other
universities have looked into. It
has demonstrated mental health

“I would be happy to see
that revisited because,
personally, I think that
was the wrong decision.”

—Paul Jessop, dean of science at Laurier

benefits.
Second-year Laurier student,
Danielle McKay, explained that a fall
reading break may benefit students.
“We start a week later than everyone and a long summer is cool,
but it’s not even like we can do much
with it cause everyone else is already at school. Everyone gets a
break during the fall and we don’t,”
she said. “That break could severely
reduce stress levels relating to midterms and even suicide rates.”
Michael Carroll, the dean of arts,
who holds a position on the Senate,
agreed that the major argument in a
fall reading break is mental health.
“Students need that break to relieve stress.”
According to Janet McLellan,
a professor in the faculty of arts,
there’s not much to say about the
matter since the Senate will be discussing what the outcome will be.
“At this point we need clarification on the outcome,” McLellan said.
“Once figured out, we can plan out
the academic syllabus and how it
will affect the week.”
“Speaking for myself- and probably my opinion would be the majority of the faculty- is, yes, we would
like to see a shortened [orientation]
week- which would probably mean
the start of classes on Thursday and
then additional study days some
time,” said Jessop.
Presently, there are few answers
from the Students’ Union or Senate
regarding fall reading days, but the
discussion will continued to be followed as it progresses.
-With files from Marissa Evans
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Special constable services has started enforcing a “no students in the building after lockdown” rule.

Science tightens the rules
-cover
opted against it.
According to Chris Hancocks,
operations manager of special constable services, the science department requested they begin enforcing the rule and kicking students out
after close.
Part of the reason for this, he said,
is a problem with lost money as a
result of the theft in the building.
“The whole problem is studentsand we don’t want them to- but students don’t police who comes in and
out of the building,” said Hancocks.
“So if a student leaves, they prop
the door open because they want to
come back. Well that leaves the entire building accessible to everyone
and anyone.”

As a result, faculty offices, science
research offices and labs get broken
into and equipment is stolen.
“In order to combat that, [the
science department] decided they
would clear the building except
for those people who were authorised to be in there after hours,” said
Hancocks.
Students who have research projects, for example, are granted swipe
access to the building after hours.
Fred Nichols Campus Centre is
the only building on campus right
now that is open 24/7.
Hancocks said he would prefer
the Science building didn’t move to
this schedule.
“It’s an outlying building, it’s
along a very busy street. During

bar nights and whatnot people
cut through that building and
cause some damage,” Hancocks
continued.
He doesn’t blame the students,
but noted that there are many residents in the area.
“We don’t have the people to
[watch it],” he said. “We’re too busy
responding to calls in order to be
in the science building at all times
checking to see if somebody is a student or is not a student.”
Jessop and special constables will
be meeting with Stephen Franchetto, president of university affairs, on
Thursday to discuss the hours in the
Science building further. Jessop said
he is open to change if the student
need is there.

LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR
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SSHRC funds
research at WLU

Professors at Laurier receive $1.2 million
BRYAN STEPHENS
CORD NEWS

Receiving $1.2 million in research
funds, 14 Wilfrid Laurier University researchers, both new and established, will be receiving funding
from the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC).
Announced on Sept. 16, the Laurier researchers received the grants
as a part of the Insight Grant and
Insight Development Grant competition through the SSHRC. They are
part of the larger 767 grants awarded this year, with close to $107 million offered in grant money.
“The grants allow for a generation of insight and knowledge into
exactly who Canadians are, as well
as how they become that way,” explained Brent Herbert-Copley,
vice-president of research capacity at SSHRC. “From the two grant
programs offered, it allows for the
initiation of thoughts and behaviors
into themes discussed in the social
sciences.”
Jason Roy, associate professor of
political science, was among nine
researchers at Laurier to receive
grant money from the Insight Development Program, which supports
research in its initial stages.
With the grant money, Roy now
believes it is possible to fund his research by using the grant to launch
global experiments, as well as attending conferences and workshops.
“With the money left,” he explained, “I plan to use the funds
for global experiments, eventually
branching off into the UK.”
Beyond the financial support he
received from the SSHRC, the grant
has allowed him to hire student support, which in turn he believes will
improve his success.
Justin Cavallo, associate professor
in psychology at Laurier, was one
of five other researchers at Laurier
to receive an Insight grant, meant
to support long-term research by

“The grants allow for
a generation of insight
and knowledge into
exactly who Canadians
are.”
—Brent Herbert-Copley, vice-president
of research capacity at SSHRC
both new and established scholars.
To Cavallo, receiving the grant is an
enormous opportunity.
“The larger the grant received, the
more research that can be conducted,” he explained.
As such, the funding will allow
him to pay study participants, for
compensation and for time spent.
As well, it allows him to purchase
equipment that would further improve the quality of his research,
such as a video camera. Finally, the
grant will allow him to hire graduate
students to assist him in the gathering and delivering of his research
and experiments.
According to Herbert-Copley,
well over 3,000 applicants from
around Canada apply for funding
each year. Using a merit-review
process, a 218 member committee
goes through applications and distributes funding according to how
qualified the committee thinks the
candidates are.
When asked about the researchers employed at Laurier, HerbertCopley stated that as the application is competitive, the “list is emblematic of the researchers overall.”
By offering the necessary funding
for research to be carried out, the
SSHRC has allowed for researchers
across the country to engage in the
academic realm of what it means to
be Canadian.

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
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On Sunday, student leaders at Laurier gathered in the Turret to talk about mental health on campus.

First annual Rootstock

Laurier student leaders were invited to mental health summit
VIRGINIA TREMAINE
STAFF WRITER

“There are internal and external
stigmas that can make you feel disgraceful about yourself… That really hit me,” said Cheyenne Gold, a
representative of the Wilfrid Laurier
University campus group, the Association of Black Students, discussing the challenges that people with
mental illness face.
The Association of Black Students was one of about 36 campus
groups invited to have a representative attend the Rootstock 2013 Mental Health Summit on Sunday, Sept.
22 in the Turret. With the backing of
social worker and student support
team leaders, Adrienne Luft, and 17
dedicated volunteers and coordinators, Laurier saw the first of what is
hoped to become an annual mental
health conference.
The summit was an event for Laurier campus leaders from a variety
of clubs and organizations to come
together and help fill in the gaps in
communication about mental health
and mental health stigmas.

Waterloo | Brantford | Kitchener | Toronto
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“Laurier is kind of segregated in
some ways, in a sense that we each
do awesome things but we don’t
know what everybody’s doing all the
time,” said Danielle Stewart, a Laurier masters student and volunteer
coordinator for Rootstock. “So we
wanted to create an environment
that we could all get together and
have a mental health conversation,
and really understand what other
organizations are doing.”
Rootstock was inspired by a national summit put on by Queen’s
University, called Unleash the Noise.
What the Rootstock team wanted to
do was take that idea of a national
summit and hone it down to be applied to the Laurier community.
After beginning the day with
some icebreaking activities, Stewart invited everyone to take turns
standing up and sharing how mental illness has played a role in their
lives.
“As a TA [teaching assistant], I’ve
talked about [mental illness] with
my students that … I have taught
before and let them know that
there’s help and accommodation for

them there,” explained Kayleigh Abbot, TA, when asked about how she
brings awareness of mental health
issues to the student she leads.
Next, participants watched a
short film that was followed up by
an interactive brainstorming session
using Poll Everywhere, a program
that allows for anonymous replies.
Stewart presented the audience with
questions and asked them to text
their responses.
“You’re trying to educate yourself
because whatever you know, you can
share with other people,” said Gold.
“Being [at the Rootstock Summit] is
vital in order to learn.”
After a break, the organization
leaders began to move in to action
planning. By the end of the summit,
each group was able to come up with
action plans to focus on throughout
the year.
Although the Rootstock team remains unsure of the trajectory of
the Rootstock Summit future, they
remain positive that as long as the
summit is able to continue on some
kind of level, there will be students
who will benefit from it.

Laurier in brief
Postdoctoral fellowship recipient named

Wagamese visits Laurier

The first Banting Postdoctoral Fellowship recipient was named on
Sept. 23 as Gordon McNickle by the
Honourable Greg Rickford, the minister of state.
The fellowship program provides
funding for postdoctoral applicants
who will contribute to economic,
social and research-based growth in
Canada. McNickle’s research looks
at the impact of climate change on
the boreal forest.
McNickle will be speaking in the
Science building on Oct. 4 as part of
the Department of Biology’s Seminar Series. His talk will be entitled:
“Plants, game and foraging behaviour; from nutrients to ecosystems.”

Last Wednesday, author Richard
Wagamese visited Laurier’s Waterloo campus as part of the university’s Common Reading Program.
This is the first year the program
has been run, selecting a book for
the faculty of arts to simultaneously
read.
This year’s book was Wagamese’s
Indian Horse. One of Canada’s foremost Aboriginal authors and storytellers, he spoke to students about
the topics in his book as well as his
own personal history in relation to
it.
The final event for the Common
Reading Program will be taking
place Sept. 25 at 5:00pm in DAWB
2-101, where a panel will discuss the
book.

Laurier professor receives
award for new election
methods

Word-of-mouth study

Marc Kilgour, a mathematics professor at Wilfrid Laurier University,
was recently awarded the 2012 Elinor Ostrom Prize. The award was
for the best paper in the Journal of
Theoretical Politics.
The paper, which Kilgour cowrote with Steven J. Brams of New
York University, was called “Narrowing the Field in Elections: The
Next-Two Rule”.

A study by Grant Packard, assistant
professor of marketing, shows that
word-of-mouth may not be a reliable way of getting information.
According to Packard’s study,
people who feel deficient in their
knowledge of a certain product, they
are more motivated to share their
opinions about it with others.
He co-authored the research article “Compensatory Knowledge
Signaling in Consumer Word-ofMouth” with David Wooten, a professor at the University of Michigan
Ross School of Business.
-Compiled by Marissa Evans
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Syrian locals share thoughts on crisis
LINDSAY PURCHASE
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

“It seemed unshakable.”
This was Omar Salaymeh’s impression the last time he visited
Syria in 2009, the country he lived
in for 12 years before moving to
Canada. He was shocked when the
revolutionary Arab Spring movement came to the country, leading
to a conflict that has claimed over
100,000 lives since 2011.
“There was a general sense of fear
from the regime, a general resentment to the corruption that was going on, but it was just … that’s the
way it’s always been.”
Salaymeh, 29, now works at The
Tannery, in Kitchener.
Second-year University of Waterloo student Zeina, who declined
to give her last name out of security
concerns, had a similar impression
of the situation. She lived in Syria
until the end of high school, in Aleppo, and has dual citizenship with
Canada.
“I never thought that there could
be a president other than Assad ruling. That wasn’t something to question,” she said.
Zeina recalled having to memorize a book of quotes from the president in school, something they were
required to know with greater precision than even the Qur’an.
Comments were made by Syria’s
deputy prime minister last week
suggesting that the government
would seek a ceasefire, but such action has yet to take place.
This comes just over a month after the Aug. 21 chemical weapons
attack in the capital city, Damascus, which killed over 1,000 people.
Western governments attributed the
attack to the Syrian government,

while Russia maintains it may have
been rebel forces.
Rafah Hawa, a 23-year-old engineering student who currently lives
in Damascus, heard news of the attack as it was happening.
“We heard like strange noise
coming from the rocket launcher,
which is located inside the area that
is controlled by the regional forces,”
she said.
“And awhile after, we heard that
hundreds of people had been killed
by these chemical attacks.”
While she said that sometimes
“it’s normal,” and she’s able to go to
school, other days are too dangerous. Recently, a mortar shield landed in her neighbourhood, killing six
people.
“We are afraid for our lives,” Hawa
said.
The chemical attacks in particular have led to increased discussion
among international actors about
the possibility of international
military action against the Assad
regime.
While the government and some
components of the rebel forces do
not support this option, Hawa believes it’s what the average Syrian
wants.
“Russia isn’t going to stop supplying this region with all kinds of
weapons. So unless there is military
action into Syria, there is no solution of any kind,” she maintained.
“Force is the only way this regime
can be forced to actually sit down at
a table and diplomatically support a
solution,” Salaymeh added.
It’s difficult to imagine, however, what a solution might look like.
Mass human rights abuses have
been committed by the government
and rebel forces and to complicate things further, groups fighting

RYAN HUEGLIN PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

against the government aren’t united under one leadership.
“We always said, from day one,
the longer this conflict goes on, the
more muddy the waters will be and
the harder the solution will be afterwards,” he continued.
“I think Assad will go eventually, but I really fear for the one after
him.”
Zeina used to believe in taking
sides. Seeing the atrocities committed by the government fuelled her
hatred.
But on her most recent trip to Syria, in August, staying in a government-occupied city where posters
of martyrs line the streets, she had a

change of heart.
“I used to say I wish they’d all die,
but when I went there and I saw
their pictures, they’re all between 20
and 25-years old; in the end, who
are they?” she questioned. “They’re
the Syrians who have to serve their
army. They are either forced to do
that or they believe they are seriously serving their country.”
She continued, “People are dying from both sides and I just wish
people could stop thinking, this is
the right side and this is the wrong
side, because there is no such thing
as that.”
One of the main impacts of
the conflict on Syrians, including

Zeina’s family, is mass displacement. Numbers of over 2 million
refugees have been recorded, with
an additional 4.5 million internally
displaced people.
Living in Canada, Zeina expressed that she feels “blessed,”
but believes that Canadians should
pressure the government to accept
more refugees.
She struggles with being safe in
Canada while her family remains in
Syria.
“I can’t, for example, go to the
cinema. It makes me feel so bad. Or
anything, just to do something for
fun,” she said
“It’s out of the question.”

398

10%

Number of sexual assault cases reported
in Waterloo Region in
2012

Percent of total assault
cases estimated by the
Sexual Assault Support
Centre that are reported

‘A thriving tech community’
ASHLEY DENUZZO
LOCAL / NATIONAL EDITOR

Twitter’s co-founder, Jack Dorsey,
has decided to bring his technological innovations to the KitchenerWaterloo region.
Dorsey visited the University
of Waterloo on Thursday and explained his intentions of bringing his startup company, Square, to
Canada in the coming year.
Square is a unique mobile payment system that is targeted towards retailers. The product is essentially a card reading “square”
that can be plugged into Smartphones and tablets.
Combined with an app, Square
allows retailers to process credit
card sales using their mobile device.
Kitchener-Waterloo was chosen
to establish the first Canadian office of this unique company for its
extensive reputation in the tech
community.
“Kitchener-Waterloo has a thriving tech community,” said Lindsay
Wiese, a spokeswoman for Square.
“With a talented workforce and a
world-class university.”
Wiese explained to The Cord
that a small, temporary engineering team already exists in Kitchener.
Square, however, was actively looking to expand their presence and
plan to set up a permanent office in
2014.
The location of the new office
has not yet been selected, but its future space will account for 30 new
employees.
“We have seen massive adoption,”
she elaborated when talking about
Square’s productivity in the Canadian market. “For example, total

University-aged
women a target
—cover
LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

activation [of our product] in Canada [is] five times what they were at
the start of the year.”
Two new Square products and
services are also in the process of
making their way into Canada.
“We have plans to bring Square
Wallet and Square Market to Canada in the future,” Weise said.
However, the greater story behind
the expansion of Dorsey’s company,
resides in the Kitchener-Waterloo
community, which has long been
regarded as the “tech capital of
Canada.”
“There’s talent here,” said Ian
McLean, the president and CEO of
the Greater K-W Chamber of Commerce. “I think it’s instructive that a
company like that who has been at
the forefront of innovation and utilization of global computing is coming to this region.”
McLean refered to the recent announcement of Blackberry’s downsizing, explaining how Dorsey’s

business is showing a great amount
of faith in the community.
BlackBerry recently signed a provisional agreement to be bought out
by its largest shareholder on Monday. The potential sale could sum
up to $4.7 billion and result in hundreds of jobs lost.
“It’s been a tough couple of days
for the community of BlackBerry,”
McLean said. “So [Dorsey’s intention] is particularly good news.”
McLean mentioned KitchenerWaterloo’s presence on the technology map, claiming it is an ideal city
to establish business expenditure.
“People are coming in and saying
‘here’s where I want to start my new
business’ and I think that’s because
of the many advantages that this
city has,” he said. “It’s very well educated, has lots of work force, and it
has lots of opportunity.”
“And Dorsey coming here is really
saying is a real hub for innovation
and entrepreneurship spirit.”

that,” she said. “We’re a university
community and we know that young
women, university-aged women,
are targeted at higher numbers than
other women.”
“Sexual assaults happen all the
time.”
Chris Hancocks, operations manager of Special Constable Services
at Wilfrid Laurier University offered
precautionary advice in the hopes
that future cases of sexual violence
could be prevented.
“Keep the students aware; keep
the community aware of what’s going on around,” he said.
“Make sure if you are walking alone and you can’t help it,
make sure somebody knows where
you are and when you’re expected
home.”
The familiar cautionary messages
are undoubtedly well meant; however, the implication behind them
can be problematic.
“We always hear the ‘don’t go out
alone, don’t leave your drink unattended, use the buddy system,’

and in truth, often those messages
come from a positive place,” said
Casselman.
“But the results of those kinds
of messages is one that somehow
women can prevent or are responsible for their own victimization,
which is not true; and two, that the
onus is on women as opposed to the
perpetrator.”
Casselman called for a change in
the dialogue surrounding issues of
gendered violence.
“Shift the dialogue to be something that looks at those who are
perpetuating the crime and how we
can prevent the crimes from happening,” she said.
The Sexual Assault Support Centre of Waterloo is organizing Waterloo Region’s 30th annual Take
Back the Night March this Thursday,
Sept. 26, a peaceful demonstration
that stresses the need to end violence against women.
Casselman strongly encouraged
students to join in the demonstration, which will commence at 6:00
p.m. on Thursday in Waterloo Park.
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PI looks at mind-control technology
senior news editor

Shoppers Drug Mart gets
robbed

Lindsay Purchase Senior news editor

Gov. Gen. David Johnston previewed a mind-control exhibit at the Perimeter Institute on Monday.

how to most appropriately engage
the different learners’ minds.”
“The opportunities are really limitless and that’s what we want kids
to see,” Dick continued.
While popularizing science and
technology has been one of the main
caveats of PI, Johnston admitted
that he was initially unconvinced.
“I said, ‘that’s as dumb as a sack
of hammers,’” he recalled.
“‘You’re going to have such a
difficult time attracting really

Braid appointed
to secretary post
laura buck
Lead reporter

Peter Braid, Member of Parliament
for Kitchener-Waterloo, has been
appointed as parliamentary secretary to the Minister of infrastructure and communities, the Honourable Denis Lebel.
Parliamentary secretaries assist members of the Cabinet in both
their parliamentary and public duties, acting as a liaison between the
minister and Parliament.
Braid is currently a member of
the Conservative Party and was
first elected in 2008 to represent
the riding of Kitchener-Waterloo.
In an interview with The Cord,
Braid shared his excitement.
“I’m very honoured to have been
appointed,” he said. “And I’m very
thankful to my constituents for the
opportunity to serve in this national role.”
The appointment will require
an increased presence in Ottawa;
however, Braid asserted that his
constituents in Kitchener-Waterloo
would remain his main concern.
“My first priority will continue
to be effectively representing the
constituents of Kitchener-Waterloo
and in addition to my local responsibilities, I will have new national
responsibilities, assisting the minister in his duties,” he explained.
“I have great respect for Minister
Lebel and I’m very pleased to be involved in such an important portfolio. Infrastructure is critical to
Canada’s prosperity and success as
a nation.”
The ministry of infrastructure
and communities is a federal department in charge of infrastructure policy development and delivery. Braid will be actively involved
in one of the department’s main
projects, the Building Canada Plan.
The Building Canada Plan is a
national initiative launched in 2007

UW gets contract

Public Works and Government Services Canada has awarded a contract to the University of Waterloo to
evaluate rail crossing safety.
The study, which has been granted $120,000, will be examining the
safety of level crossings. This is part
of Transport Canada’s research into
these issues.
University of Waterloo’s study
will determine if there are improved
mechanisms of assessing the dangers of railway crossings.

lindsay purchase

It’s not every day that you get to
see the inner workings of the brain
of Canada’s representative to the
Queen.
But that’s exactly what happened
yesterday at the Perimeter Institute (PI), as Governor General David Johnston had the opportunity to
preview mind-control technology
that will be featured, along with a
series of exhibits, in PI’s upcoming
BrainSTEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Math) Festival.
Johnston wore a helmet that reads
the brain’s electrical impulses, measuring things like focus and meditative thinking, which were then projected onto a TV screen.
“The governor general is just such
a good sport, to put on the mind
control helmet and to focus and actually jump in and play and make
the dials move using only his brainwaves; how awesome is that?” said
Greg Dick, PI’s director for educational outreach.
Johnston contacted PI after he
read an article about the upcoming events, hoping to play a part in
promotion.
The festival, which is directed toward youth, aims to show the innovations that were made possible by
scientific discovery.
Dick gave the example of a baseball cap that could alert long haul
drivers when they are becoming
fatigued.
It could also be used to evaluate
the relationship between focus and
progress in student learning using
the technology “to really develop
those correlations so that we know

K–W in brief

focusing on developing Canada’s
infrastructure. It allows for provinces to address infrastructural
needs and create long-term plans.
“In our most recent budget, our
government renewed the Building
Canada Fund with the most significant investment in public infrastructure in Canada’s history,”
Braid said.
“We have committed over $50
billion for the next ten years and
we will work in close partnership
with other levels of government to
address Canada’s infrastructure
needs.”
Braid very modestly attributed
his appointment to both his dedication to Kitchener-Waterloo and his
position in Parliament.
“I hope it’s a recognition of the
contributions that I’ve made both
locally and nationally,” he explained. “I certainly look forward
to the opportunity to work closely
with the minister to be part of a
very important portfolio for our
country, and to contribute to the
policy development process for infrastructure in Canada.”
Several federal infrastructure
projects are currently underway
in the Region of Waterloo, including the Highway 8 expansion and
the ongoing Light Rapid Transit
construction.
The position of parliamentary
secretary will provide Braid with
the opportunity to work increasingly at a national level.
“I certainly look forward to
working in close collaboration with
various stakeholders across the
country including other levels of
government, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and forging
even closer partnerships with those
important stakeholders,” he said.
“The other opportunity that this
will provide, which in invaluable,
is the opportunity to learn more
about the country we live in.”

thoughtful, brainy people and to put
this added burden on them … it’s
just too much.’”
“Well, thank heavens my voice
was totally ignored.”
The outreach, he said, has been
“transformative in Canada.”
The Governor General was also
given a tour the building and taken to visit a class in the Perimeter
Scholars Program, comprised of
students from around the world.
“It’s pretty easy?” he joked to one

student.
Tickets are free for the ‘Your Future is Now’ BrainSTEM Festival,
which is happening between Sept.
30 and Oct. 6, but must be ordered
in advance.
In addition to the mind-control
display, interactive exhibits will include a responsive robot, an invisibility cloak and the possibilities
of wireless electricity. Self-guided
tours of the building will also be
available.

The Shoppers Drug Mart located
at Conestoga Mall in Waterloo was
robbed at 11:50 a.m. on Tuesday,
Sept. 24.
The man approached the pharmacist and demanded a drug,
claiming that he was armed with a
gun. The pharmacist complied and
the suspect left.
There is footage of the man. He
is described as thin, six feet tall and
with reddish hair. He was wearing
blue jeans, a long sleeve sweater and
a black baseball cap.
The police are requesting information and can be contacted at
(519)650-8500, ext. 6397.

Police confirm homicide in
Kitchener case

The death of Mary Anne May, 55,
has been confirmed as a homicide
by police.
The cause of death has not been
released and police are continuing
to investigate the circumstances.
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Canada in brief
Hidden camera found in
B.C. bathroom

Vancouver police have issued an
arrest warrant for a restaurant coowner who allegedly had been recording customers in bathroom
stalls.
Two former employees had come
forward explaining that a small
camera was discovered by a coworker who had been cleaning a
toilet.
The restaurant co-owner, Allan
Bosomworth, has been accused of
observing or recording people.
The arrest warrant was filed Sept.
13, 2013 and carries a prison sentence of up to five years.

Doctor begs for euthanasia

LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

New stats on mental health emerge
Survey reveals one in ten Canadians report symptoms of mental health issues
ASHLEY DENUZZO
LOCAL/NATIONAL EDITOR

It has been nine years since Statistics Canada has evaluated mental
health and wellness on a national
level.
Now, new information has surfaced revealing just how many Canadians are afflicted with mental health and substance abuse
disorders.
These findings show an estimated
2.8 million Canadians have reported
symptoms in the last year.
“That’s one in ten,” said Teresa
Janz of Statistics Canada and the coauthor of the study.
“The concept of the survey was
partly based on a selection of mental disorders from the World Health
Organization (WHO), to be comparable at a national level,” she said.
In 2013, over 25,000 Canadians
aged 15 and older were surveyed
across the country.
Six disorders were selected as
part of the survey, as suggested by
the WHO: depression, bipolar disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, alcohol abuse or dependence,
cannabis abuse or dependence and
“other drug” abuse.
“We really wanted to get a picture of the situation in Canada,” Janz
explained.

Results showed that 4.7 per cent
of the population experiences symptoms of depressive episodes, while
1.5 per cent met the criteria for bipolar disorder in the last 12 months.
Generalized anxiety disorder
was also included in the survey for
the first time, finding that 2.6 per
cent of Canadians are living with
symptoms.
Finally, 4.4 per cent of Canadians
met the criteria for substance use
disorder, showing 3.2 per cent dependant on alcohol and 1.3 per cent
dependant on cannabis.
“Another big finding was that females have higher rates of mood
disorders, and males have higher
rates of substance abuse disorders,”
Janz added.
“This is a pattern that’s common,
and it wasn’t surprising.”
Scott Patten, a professor in the
department of community health
science and psychiatry at the University of Calgary weighed in on the
matter, explaining why certain mental health disorders are more common in one sex.
“This may have something to do
with the ways in which these disorders are being defined,” he explained. “When you have depression
affecting men they react in different
ways [and] may manifest that differently than women do.”

“For example, it does not refer to
depressed mood, whereas irritability and anger issues might occur
more often in men.”
Another interesting consensus in
the study showed a large difference
in certain age groups.
12 per cent of youth aged 15-24
met the criteria for substance abuse
disorder. That compares with 1.9 per
cent of those aged 45 and up.
“These rates are six times higher
for youth compared to those 45 and
older,” Janz revealed. “And it’s also
four times higher for youth to report
symptoms consistent with mood
disorders.”
“The age difference is notable,”
she concluded.
Patten explained that an increased prevalence of mental health
issues in youth might be because
adults have time to outgrow or seek
long-term help for their conditions.
“As people get older they become
perhaps less impulsive in their behavioral patterns,” he said. “For
whatever reason they lose interest or the compulsive use that goes
along with these disorders.”
Patten also suggested that there
may be a larger percentage of youth
dealing with substance abuse because the demographic is more
susceptible to “youth culture,” dealing with binge drinking and drug

This may have something to do with the
ways in which these
disorders are being defined.”
—Dr. Scott Patten, professor of community health sciences and psychiatry
at the University of Calgary
experimentation.
“The culture that favours [this]
is thought to contribute to problems with abuse and substances,” he
elaborated.
“However, people who merely
experiment with these drugs would
not be classified as dependent or
drug-abusing by the survey.”
Overall, what this new study
shows is an updated look at a seemingly understudied cause.
“This information is useful at a
higher level … it sort of provides a
national snapshot of how things are
going in terms of mental health in
Canada,” Patten explained. “It’s very
valuable information.”

Dr. Donald Low, a microbiologist
who was a key influence during the
2003 SARS epidemic, released a
YouTube video asking for Canada to
reform its euthanasia laws.
The video was shot eight days before the 68 year-old doctor died of
a brain tumor and has received over
17,000 views.
Dr. Low explained in his broadcast he did not experience pain but
would have liked to have had the option of assisted suicide.
Low passed away on Sept. 18 after living with a brain tumor for seven months.

Canadian teen wins Google
science fair

A Canadian teenager was among
four winners at the annual Good
Science Fair in California.
Ann Makosinski, age 15, was
awarded for her innovative invention of a flashlight powered by human body heat.
The winning invention reportedly
generates enough power to maintain
a steady light bulb for 20 minutes.
The Victoria native claimed her
prize Monday night and received a
$25,000 scholarship.

New mental health screening for prison inmates

The government of Ontario has
reached a settlement with Christina
Jahn, who had filed an application
with the Human Rights Tribunal of
Ontario.
Jahn, who suffers from mental
illness, addictions and cancers, alleged that she was placed in segregation while at an Ottawa detention
centre because of her conditions.
A settlement could result in significant changes in the way inmates
who suffer from mental illnesses are
treated in Ontario facilities.
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Falling into fashion: campus style
With a new cooler season, fashion columnist Brie Berry sought Laurier’s most fashion-forward students

Name: Carly Cunningham
Program: Second-year, communications studies
Style Inspirations? Lauren Conrad inspired her
short hair.
Fashionista or Casual Dresser? “I do like looking
nice and planning my outfits.”
Sweatpants in school? “I’m a victim every now
and again — even though it can look good with a
leather jacket.” She also included that uggs and
sweatpants were the “perfect winter outfit.”

Name: Dave Whiteside
Program: Fourth-year, PhD in organizational
behaviour
Style Inspirations? “Not really…”
Fashionisto or Casual Dresser? No comment.
Sweatpants in school? “I change into sweats immediately after school everyday but I never wear
them at school.”

Name: Krystal Gayle
Program: Fifth-year, communication studies and
psychology
Style Inspirations? “I like Rihanna when she’s a
little more tamed.”
Fashionista or Casual Dresser? “I like to be
comfortable.”
Sweatpants in school? “ I’m sorry but they’re a necessary part of the wardrobe, especially with those
early morning classes or late nights on campus.
Fashionable sweatpants exist now!”
PHOTOS BY HEATHER DAVIDSON PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

‘Help! My friends hate
the person I’m dating’
ALANNA FAIREY
LIFE EDITOR

ANDREAS PATSIAOUROS CORD PHOTOGRAPHY

There is nothing more exciting than
telling your best friends that you
are dating somebody. There is also
nothing more disappointing when
your friends hate the person you’re
dating.
It is never easy when there is a
conflict between your closest friends
and your boyfriend or girlfriend. You
are caught in the middle, with each
side demanding that you pick a side.
In some cases, relationships — romantic or not — come to an end.
Fourth-year McMaster student,
Alicia Breitlow, claimed that her
boyfriend and close friend clashed.
“My friend didn’t think he was
good enough for me and she would
purposely give him the cold shoulder whenever he was around,” Breitlow said.
“My boyfriend tried to get her approval, but it was just no use so he
would give her the cold shoulder
back. It turned into a war for my
attention.”
Breitlow, who is still with her
boyfriend, saw that her other group
of friends were against the relationship. Though they were not aggressive, they made their dislike known.
“I felt like if my boyfriend and I
fought, I couldn’t call up my friends
and rant about it because they’d
just say, ‘I told you so,’” Breitlow
explained.

“I felt like if my boyfriend and I fought,
I couldn’t call up my
friends and rant about it
because they’d just say ‘I
told you so’.”
—Alicia Breitlow, fourth-year McMaster student

“I didn’t even want to tell them
about anything sweet that happened
with my boyfriend. I felt like they
would just be thinking in the back of
their mind, ‘that’s not going to last.’
It’s not supposed to be this way with
your friends.”
Do not think that this kind of behaviour only happens with girls.
Men are just as judgemental of their
friends’ girlfriends as women are of
their friends’ boyfriends.
Thomas Brennan, who is a
fourth-year University of Toronto
student was in a relationship where
his friends didn’t like his girlfriend
because they felt that she was trying
to change him.

“My buddies kept saying that my
girlfriend was trying to make me
more reserved and they didn’t think
that she was my type,” Brennan
explained.
“I didn’t think she was trying to change me. They were adamant about it and their dislike for
her hung over the duration of our
relationship.”
The tensions led Brennan to break
up with his girlfriend because he
wanted to have his friends for the
rest of his life.
“I couldn’t be happy in a relationship if my friends didn’t like her. But
it was hard because I cared about
her,” Brennan said.
“Sometimes I resent my friends
for it, but I’m sure that the next girl I
date they will approve.”
Sometimes the relationships
don’t end, but the friendships do.
Breitlow was shocked to see that her
friend walked away.
“The fact that she couldn’t just be
happy that my boyfriend was making me happy was probably a sign
that we couldn’t be friends,” Breitlow reasoned.
Compromises are hard but essential when balancing love and
friendship. It is the key ingredient to
maintaining friendships and love,
especially when conflict is present.
“I hope no one ever has to choose
between friendship and love — it
is unfair for anyone to be in that
position.”
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Your guide to
Homecoming
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While some students need to work for financial support, having a part-time job always has the
potential of getting in the way of your academic studies, and it can be affected for the worst.

Is there a balance?
SCOTT GLAYSHER
STAFF WRITER

With the numerous costs linked
to higher education slowly rising,
working part-time while studying
is a definite necessity for many students at Wilfrid Laurier University.
Whether it’s to cover living and
academic expenses or just for some
extra spending money, a part-time
job can be advantageous.
However, money is not the only
thing you can gain from part-time
work.
Most part-time jobs are a great
way to get a hands-on feel for the
real working world and what it’s like
to work with other people. Employers will no doubt be impressed by
the various working experiences
that will be present on your resumé.
This is a perfect contrast to the
often-solitary endeavours involved
in studying and other academic
efforts.
You might even be able to land a
job in which you get some experience in the field into which you wish
to pursue as a career.
Nevertheless, it is inevitable that
there can be a less positive side to
working part-time, which is that it
basically takes up most of your time.
As you’ll soon find out, if you
haven’t already, time can become a
pretty valuable asset at the best of
times and an unattainable resource

‘Like’ The Cord
on Facebook

The temptation of a few
extra dollars in your
pocket can make it easy
to bite off more than you
can chew.

during harder ones at university.
As a student who works ten hours
a week while also still being a fulltime student, I recommend being
realistic when searching and applying for part-time employment. Realize that having a job in university
may not suit you.
The temptation of a few extra dollars in your pocket can make it easy
to bite off more than you can chew.
And believe me, it won’t just be your
studies, which will be affected.
If you don’t allow yourself any
downtime you’ll soon burn out, and
with the landslide of responsibilities
including classes, completing assignments and your social life, your
energy level will soon be at an alltime low.
This feeling of being run down
will not benefit you at all, but rather
it will stress you out and make you
feel like you cannot handle your
work or schooling.
My ultimate tip as a part-timer
would be to find an on-campus job.
Working on the WLU campus allows

for minimum travel time, flexible
schedules around your classes and
it’s a great way to learn more about
WLU.
You don’t always have to have a
car and the short travel time allows
you to work in-between your classes. That’s a bonus.
Keep in mind that if you’re a fulltime student, it will be exactly how
it sounds: full-time, so always be
realistic and mindful of your time
management.
You never want to look back and
see that you allowed your grades to
suffer as a consequence of a parttime job.
At the end of the day, it’s all about
finding balance between work and
school.
Working during your time off
and putting some money aside for
school-time may be one way to enjoy the best of both worlds.
Although be warned, it’s unlikely
your holidays and time off will be
free of academic obligations.
The key to balancing a part-time
job and a full course load is to be
sure of your time management and
organizational skills.
This will ensure you can fulfill
your academic potential, which is
why you came to WLU in the first
place.
You need to be able to budget
your time wisely and make adequate
time for all the essential studying
and alone time that you will need.
If you are like me and are a notorious scatter brains but still want to
do a million things, I would highly recommend getting a WLU’er
planner.
Thank me later.

Homecoming is that special time
of year when everyone can celebrate Laurier’s school spirit as a
community.
Students tend to look past the
differences between first year and
fourth year students and just focus
on making the most of their day.
The Windsor Lancers will kick off
against the Laurier Golden Hawks
this upcoming Saturday. If the
game doesn’t spark your interest
there is no need to worry; your day
can still live up to the hype.
The idea of homecoming may
appear overwhelming for some
students, particularly first years.
Everyone wants to make the most
of their day and be a part of the atmosphere, which typically involves
binge drinking for an extended period of time.
There are always those who underestimate how long of a day
homecoming can be. Those people
tend to throw in the towel early.
We get it, this day comes once a
year, you’re excited, and for those
with friends visiting you want to
show them how fun your school is:
just pace yourself.
For those who are feeling courageous, you can always start your
homecoming weekend off early at
the bars or go to the official homecoming event at Pearl Nightclub on
Friday with the live performance of
Ummet Ozcan.
But for students who are feeling
lost when planning the big day, here
are a couple suggestions:

Pancake Breakfast

For students who want nothing
more than to start drinking right
away, you can find a party on almost any street that is close to the
university.
For those who forgot to eat
breakfast, hopefully you have a
host gracious enough to serve some

pancakes along with your hearty
liquid breakfast.
Getting up early and immediately facing the day with dubious
amounts of alcohol may not be so
appealing to everyone, but lucky for
you, the Dining Hall will be serving
a pancake breakfast from 9:00 a.m.
until noon — for free!

Kickoff

It’s the big event of the day: you
don’t want to miss this.
For everyone with a ticket, watching Laurier’s football team is a great
way to spend a couple hours absorbed in the electric chanting and
cheering.
Students who waited too long to
buy their ticket should have no issues finding a party and interacting
with your fellow Golden Hawks. You
will find out from someone else if
we won the game or not.

Nap Time

Trying to survive the whole day of
continuous partying is a bold move,
which is why a short nap after the
game can never hurt.
Take advantage of the time when
everyone is eating and getting ready
for the evening to recharge and gear
up for a fun night.

Homecoming Nightlife

Whether we win the game or not
this weekend, it is highly recommended that you still go out and
indulge in the Waterloo nightlife,
especially since the bars and clubs
have a lot to offer for the big day.
If Beta is your kind of scene, then
you will want to get your tickets to
their homecoming event featuring
Paris Blohm and Deniz Koyu. All of
the bars in the Waterloo area will be
open for students to continue their
homecoming celebrations.
If you plan on going with your
friends to the bar, make sure you get
there early: you don’t want to end
your day by standing in line for two
hours.

JACOB LINDGREN GRAPHICS ARTIST

Are You Mensa material?
You won’t know until you try!
Take the qualification test for just $30

on Thursday, Oct. 3 at 7 p.m. at the
Waterloo Public Library, 35 Albert St.

Pre-registration is required. Email editor@mensacanada.org
or go to www.canada.mensa.org.
Mensa is an international society of people with IQs
in the top two per cent of the population.
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The collapse of Waterloo
Region’s technology giant
CCE editor-in-chief H.G. Watson tracks the history of BlackBerry, but its fall from
grace doesn’t mean Waterloo Region’s tech sector is doomed

RIM becomes the first wireless data
tech developer in North America.

1988

RIM’s first wireless handheld device, the
Inter@ctive, hits the market.

The first BlackBerry hits the market, allowing for basic emailing capabilities.

As the phone becomes more popular, th
CrackBerry is named word of the year b
ster’s New World College Dictionary.

1996

1998

2006

1984

1992

1997

2004

2007

Research in Motion (RIM)
- founded by Mike Lazaridis
and Douglas Fregin, University of Waterloo and University of Windsor graduates,
respectively, as a tech consulting business.

Research leads RIM to develop technology to allow messages between
pagers. This is the forerunner of
emailing from mobile devices. The
same year, Jim Balsillie joins the
company.

RIM goes public on the Toronto
Stock Exchange and makes $116
million from investors

BlackBerry reaches it’s first megamilestone: One million worldwide
subscribers.

Shares drop i
However Pres
discusses his
during his ele
give it up des

Telecommunications company BlackBerry — a company that in its
prime employed over 20,000 people and had 80 million subscribers
— recently announced that it has entered into a letter of intent to be
sold to a consortium led by Toronto-based Fairfax Financial Holdings,
after posting a loss of approximately $950 million to $995 million in
the fourth quarter.
This is just the latest twist in the BlackBerry story. They were considered one of the biggest Canadian business success stories, but now
layoffs and revenue losses have critics wondering if this is the end of
the company and Waterloo residents are worried about the potential
loss of a major employer in the community.
Despite all this, there are still signs that point to a positive future
for one of the biggest players in not just Waterloo’s, but Canada’s
economy. It’s left us all puzzling out —what’s next for BlackBerry and
Waterloo?

A wireless future

BlackBerry is often associated with their range of handheld smartphone devices. But the company, started by University of Waterloo
graduate Mike Lazaridis and University of Windsor graduate Douglas
Fregin in 1984, began life as a technology consulting firm called Research in Motion (RIM).
Lazaridis had been interested in wireless communications from an
early age. In a February 2013 article about RIM, the Verge reported that
Lazaridis was experimenting with transmitting text to televisions via
ham radios in high school. It was this interest that eventually led him
to focus on wireless technology.
The breakthrough for the young company was when they successfully were able to create a system for pagers to send messages back
and forth to one another — the forerunner of texting and wireless
emailing.

In the years that followed, Lazaridis and his team would continue to
develop their wireless device, introducing a number of small, pagerlike devices on the market. But it was the premiere of the BlackBerry
in 1999 that really got them noticed. Jim Balsillie, who joined the company in 1992, set about getting the phones into the hands of politicians
and business people.
“Any consumer BlackBerry use is a spin off from the initial user,”
said Armine Yalnizyan, a senior economist at the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives.
“Everybody wanted one so they opened it up to the consumer.” The
phones offered something no other telecom company had — a sophisticated way to communicate quickly and securely.
It seemed RIM could go nowhere but up — until 2007, that is, when
the Apple iPhone debuted. Rather than creating a phone that would
eventually trickle down to everyone, Apple created a smartphone that
was accessible right from the beginning.
“[Apple] basically said, ‘[BlackBerry] is for nerds. Let me give you a
cool tool that you can watch video on and take pictures with and have
your music on,’” explained Yalnizyan.
BlackBerry was slow to respond to the new challenges of the iPhone
and later the Samsung Galaxy series — so slow that they doomed their
own smartphone business, according to some critics. Meanwhile,
their attempt to break into the tablet market in 2011 with the Playbook
was met with poor reviews. That year would see the first round of major layoffs at RIM.
Lazaridis was right to bet on wireless technology — but as it currently stands, BlackBerry has been muscled out by sleeker, more user-friendly mobile models. In December 2005 BlackBerry held over 20
per cent of the United States mobile market. In December 2012, it had
fallen to approximately five per cent.’

“[Apple] basically said, ‘[BlackBerry] is for
nerds. Let me give you a cool tool that you
can watch video on and take picture with
and have your music on.’”

—Armine Yalnizyan, senior economist at the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives

Job losses — now and for the future

In Waterloo, the blow is most keenly felt by the many people who rely
on BlackBerry for income, whether they are amongst the now over
10,000 employees laid off over the last ten years, or the infrastructure
that has built up around the company in Waterloo.
Wilfrid Laurier University and University of Waterloo both have
many graduates who are looking for employment in Waterloo’s storied tech sector. “At one time it was hundreds of [graduates] from Lau-
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“One of the things that people seem to have lost track of is
that we were known for technology even before BlackBerry
came along.”
—David Taylor, director of the David R. Cheriton school of computer science at
UW

he term
by Web-

BlackBerry subscribers reaches 12 million
worldwide, while an agreement to distribute the phone in China causes shares to
skyrocket. Apple iPhone is also introduced
this year, the first real threat to BlackBerry’s
market dominance.

RIM launches their first tablet device, the Playbook. It gets middling
reviews and fails to dent the market dominated by Apple and Amazon. Meanwhile, management announces cuts to ten per cent of the
workforce.

Balsillie and Lazaridis both dump their remaining stock in RIM and leave the board,
ending their ties to the company. Lazaridis
starts a quantum computing company in
Waterloo. RIM has a promising fourth fiscal
quarter, posting $94 million in profits.

RIM will be cutting another
4,5000 jobs and is expected to
lose almost $1 billion in the second quarter. Fairfax Financial
Holdings announces that they
plan to purchase BlackBerry.

2008

2011

2013

2013

in price 10 per cent.
sident Barack Obama
s addiction to the phone
ection and refuses to
spite security concerns.

2009

2012

2013

BlackBerry launches their own app
store to compete with Apple’s. Despite increased competition in the
smart phone market, the company
is named the fastest growing in the
world.

RIM experiences a drop in revenue and announce plans to cut
another 30 per cent of the workforce - about 5,000 jobs. Meanwhile, Balsillie and Lazaridis step
down as co-CEO’s and Chief Operating Officer Thorsten Heins is
promoted.

RIM officially changes its name to BlackBerry and
launches the Z10 and the Q10 devices. They announce
a loss of $84 million in the first quarter and later in August, management announces that they are looking into
several different strategic options including selling the
company. Another 250 jobs are cut in Waterloo.

rier who found their way into BlackBerry in some way or another,” said
Hugh Munro, the director of the MBA program at Laurier. While he
couldn’t be certain what kind of impact the job cuts would have on job
prospects, Munro said he expects it will impact MBA graduates seeking employment.
The two schools also rely on BlackBerry as an employer for their
popular co-op programs. In 2012, Laurier placed about 50 students at
BlackBerry for co-op placements, mostly from the business program.
“Co-op roles have been significant to [BlackBerry] in the past,” said
Karen McCargar, the associate director of co-operative education at
Laurier. “We hope that will continue to be the case but we just don’t
know.”
BlackBerry refused to comment to The Cord outside of the information provided in its press releases, which stated that it will reduce its
workforce globally by 4,500 in this most recent round of cuts. There
was no indication whether that would include co-op or intern placements. On BlackBerry’s recruitment site, they had postings for about
30 co-op placements and internships.
“I don’t have any inside info,” said David Taylor, the director of the
David R. Cheriton school of computer science at the University of
Waterloo. “But an obvious easy way for a company that is in financial trouble to cut back is to stop hiring co-op — it’s easier than laying
people off.”
He estimated that there are about 200 students university-wide
who are placed at BlackBerry for co-op.
“It’s not going to be a huge issue,” he said. “But it will clearly be an
issue because we don’t get every single co-op student a job as it is now
– that’s potentially some more students without jobs.”

A new path for BlackBerry

It’s a safe bet that most Canadian’s didn’t know who Prem Watsa was

until he was announced as one of the key people behind the potential
sale of BlackBerry to Fairfax Financial Holdings, the company Watsa
has ran since 1985.
Despite his low public profile, Watsa is a big player on the international finance scene. Some describe him as a Canadian Warren Buffet
because of his reputation for making smart investments and making
a lot of money doing so — his company has $37 billion in assets. He
used to be a board member at RIM, but stepped down as he began to
pick up shares of the company, which now stand at ten per cent.
“He’s seen this shop from the inside out so he knows it’s essential
work,” said Yalnizyan. “He wouldn’t be investing in it presumably if he
didn’t think it was a good buy.”
Also lending confidence to the future of BlackBerry are the other rumoured members of the consortium Watsa is putting together to purchase the company — the Canadian Pension Plan Investment Board
(CPPIB) and Ontario Teachers Pensions Plan (OTPP), two pension
funds that are not interested in risky investments.
Yalnizyan noted that Watsa’s proposal to take the company private
— taking it off the stock market — may stop further financial damage
caused by the markets for the time being.
“The vultures were circling,” she explained. “You can make money
off of hedging stocks and selling them so the company does fail.”
It was a situation that was causing the market itself to play a role in
BlackBerry’s fall — a fall that is not inevitable given that the company
still has the largest patent portfolio in Canada, millions invested in research and development and $2.6 billion in its coffers.
BlackBerry also still has something that many other tech companies don’t: security. “The people who want security will pay big for
that security,” Yalnizyan said.
BlackBerry’s products are still considered the most secure on the
market, something that is desirable amongst their original market:

government, military and business. It’s little wonder than that BlackBerry announced that they will now begin to focus on the enterprise
market.

A technology ecosystem

“One of the things that people seem to have lost track of is that we
were known for technology even before BlackBerry came along,” said
Taylor.
It was certainly what attracted Lazaridis to come to school in Waterloo in the beginning, and it’s what attracted more technology companies to the region. While BlackBerry has been the big name in town
for some time, OpenText, Google and Desire2Learn amongst others
continue to grow.
“Absolutely we’ve got the momentum now,” said Iain Klugman, the
CEO of Communitech. “We still have… a ton of mid-size companies
and probably about 500 startups in this year alone.”
Klugman is hopeful that the Region can retain many of those who
will be laid off by BlackBerry at other tech companies. Munro also
suggested that those laid off may return to either Laurier or UW to get
advanced degrees.
“That absorption [into the community] is going to take some time,”
he said. “We have lots of talent, people will have to find a way.”
While BlackBerry finds its way, it is certainly not the end of Waterloo’s reputation as a tech hub.
“We have this whole ecosystem of tech start-up,” said Taylor. “The
companies that matter in the tech industry understand we are more
than just BlackBerry.”
PHOTOS BY RYAN HUEGLIN, KATE TURNER & NICK LACHANCE
PHOTOS OF LAZARIDIS AND HEINS CONTRIBUTED
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A most royal birthday
Local establishment Princess Cinema enjoyed its 28th birthday
CRISTINA ALMUDEVAR
ARTS EDITOR

ryan hueglin photography manager

Despite their thirtieth anniversary
being two years away, John Tutt,
owner and operator of local establishment Princess Cinema and Princess Twin, already knows exactly
how they are going to celebrate.
“What we like to do on our big
anniversaries, like when you turn
thirty … we polish off the old classic that we opened the theatre with,
Casablanca. So on our opening day,
September 18, 1985, we showed
Humphrey Bogart in Casablanca.
That’s what we’ll do for our next anniversary,” reminisced Tutt.
Since opening its doors in 1985,
Princess Cinema has slowly become
an important landmark in Kitchener-Waterloo. What first began as a
one-screen theatre in a building on
Princess Street, where the cinema
received some of the inspiration for
its name, has expanded into a threescreen powerhouse.
“Back in 1985, K-W did not have
any type of independent cinema,
screening specialty cinema … London had one, Kingston had one and
it was a market that was completely
untapped,” explained Tutt.
“It [also] gave me a job; I was
fresh out of Laurier looking for
work.”
After graduating with a bachelor
of business administration (BBA)
degree, and having taken as many
film studies classes as he could

fit, Tutt turned his focus to a local
scope.
While there were screenings sporadically throughout K-W, most
notably in Arts 1E1 at Laurier, the
humanities theatre at University of
Waterloo and the K-W Art Gallery,
but Tutt noted there was never a
consistent spot to catch an independent or quirky film.
The name Princess Cinema was
easy to find, Tutt only had to look at
the street name on which his new
cinema was located to find inspiration. Though as he thought about it
more, Princess just seemed to make
sense.
“There’s a history in Canada of
cinemas being named after royalty—King Cinema, Palace, The
Royal—it’s a very common name.
In fact going way back in the history archives of Waterloo, there used
to be a Princess Theatre. It was one
of those nickelodeon-style places
somewhere along King Street in
downtown Waterloo.”
The building that the Princess
Cinema currently occupies has been
around since the 1870’s in various
incarnations.
“We opened there in ’85. That
space was dark for five years, apparently. Before that it showed East
Indian films and soft-core porn … it
was called the Majestic Theatre.”
“A couple of guys would walk in
wearing trench coats asking if any
movies were on today.”
What seems to confuse patrons

the most, especially newcomers,
seems to be the difference between
Princess Cinemas, aptly located on
Princess Street, and Princess Twin,
the more noticeable one on King
Street.
When one refers to going to Princess, they usually mean they’re going to Princess Twin. The Twin is
where you would typically go to
catch a newer release. Tutt describes
the programming at Princess Twin
as “move-overs from a Galaxy” and
more main stream, higher-budgeted
indie films such as Juno.
If more specialized offers, documentaries and [movie] series are
more your scene, then Princess Cinema is where you would want to go.
The idea of two similarly named
cinemas can be confusing, but Tutt
didn’t expect it to turn out like this.
“What made us expand was there
were so many films we weren’t able
to play at our small single screen
over at the original … so we put our
bigger, longer-running movies over
at the Twin,” he explained.
“We named the new Princess
‘Princess Twin Cinema’ because we
thought we’d be closing down [original Princess] but we didn’t want to
lose the name … we thought [Princess Twin] would close in a year …
we kept programming it and it was
still viable.”
If you want more Princess, check
out their website www.princesscinemas.com to purchase membership
cards and upcoming events.

GTAV: Not for the
faint of heart
Hayden moffat
CORD ARTS

Gaming’s most coveted and controversial title has released another chapter in its long reign. Grand
Theft Auto V, released last week,
made a billion dollars in sales in just
three days and $800 million during
the first day, which made it the fastest selling game in history.
The story follows three characters living in Los Santos, a creative
version of Los Angeles, and the surrounding area. The characters’ paths
intertwine and the player is able to
switch seamlessly between them
while taking advantage of each one’s
unique abilities. Bank heists, leisure
sports and interactions with the odd
citizens of Los Santos are just a few
of the activities available.
The game features the biggest
map yet—about three times the size
of its predecessor. The main story contains 69 separate missions
across the three players, with hundreds of other side attractions and
jobs to be completed.
Of course it wouldn’t be Grand
Theft Auto without a little controversy. This edition contains a gruesome torture scene, full top-half nudity and highly offensive language
and racial slurs. A strong stomach is necessary for much of the
campaign.
Response to the game has been
overwhelming and it has received
critical acclaim. On the website
Metacritic, which calculates an aggregate score among all major reviewers, the game received a rating

of 98 out of 100 for the Xbox 360 and
97out of 100 for the Playstation 3.
The game’s budget totalled approximately $267 million, which
made it gaming’s most expensive
budget to date. Fortunately, its entire production budget was earned
back before the release date.
Arriving at Conestoga Mall on
Monday night, the lineup for the
midnight release was already about
300 people long. In total, there
were 700 pre-orders at the location,
which had several poster giveaways
and promotions to go with the
release.
The wait, which was enjoyed
among the company of other Laurier students, lasted just over two
hours. Despite the cold night, spirits
of excited fans remained high for the
entire duration. Cheers ran out as
12:01 a.m. hit and the game was officially released.
The game itself contains extreme
replay value and never grows tiresome. While Grand Theft Auto IV’s
story dragged on, the fifth installment has yet to lose its charm. It
should be noted that the graphics and game mechanics have been
vastly improved and the game has
very few glitches for its massive size.
Fans of the game only have another week to wait until the multiplayer version is released. On October 1, gamers will be able to wreak
havoc online with their friends and
take part in dozens of activities.
There will be co-operative challenges and competitive game modes
aplenty.
Overall, Grand Theft Auto V
may be the series magnum opus. It
seems unlikely that they will be able
to top this effort, but that has been
said before. For now, gamers everywhere will be captivated by gaming’s
juggernaut franchise for months to
come.

ryan hueglin photography manager

The Dodos go loco
CRISTINA ALMUDEVAR
ARTS EDITOR

While the dodo bird has been extinct
for over 250 years, The Dodos, an
American indie-art-folk band, certainly will not be going extinct any
time soon.
On the heels of their recent fulllength, Carrier, released in late
August, The Dodos are playing a
worldwide tour and graced the Starlight Social Club with their presence
on Sunday, Sept. 22.
The Dodos acknowledged that
perhaps a Sunday wasn’t the best
time for a concert as they thanked
everyone for not going home to
watch Breaking Bad.
The crowd was on the smaller side but energetic and clearly
thrilled to be here. Lead singer and
guitarist Meric Long gave a shout
out to the two gentlemen dancing
intensely at the front for every song.
The rest of the audience followed

suit shortly after.
Starlight was the perfect place for
The Dodos’ to perform in Waterloo—the space was intimate enough
that the audience was able to interact with each other and the band in
a free and open space but was large
enough so that if the urge to dance
struck you, you were able to do so
with room to spare.
Long seemed vaguely uncomfortable on stage, but came into his own
once he took an acoustic guitar on
stage—the last few songs saw Long
playing on an acoustic guitar as the
other members played the instruments they had been playing from
the start.
Long’s voice almost seemed better suited for a softer sound but the
combination of the classic art folk
sound and the softer vocals make for
beautiful sound.
While the microphone wasn’t as
loud as it could have been, which
at times made it hard to hear Long

sing over the rhythmic pounding
of Logan Kroeber’s drums and Joe
Haege’s melodic electric guitar, The
Dodos’ raw talent is obvious and
palpable.
Their patented mix between electronic and classic indie rock makes
for very danceable music which carried over into their live set. Their
sound was on key and their energy
was intense.
They began their set with their
recent single “Confidence” off of
their album Carrier. Instead of introducing themselves, they nonchalantly walked on to the stage, quietly
picked up their instruments and began the opening riffs.
For people who may be unfamiliar with The Dodos, this was a little
confusing—they could have been
mistaken for the Halifax-based act
COUSINS, who opened for The
Dodos.
The Dodos declined an interview
with The Cord.
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H2O makes a splash at THEMUSEUM
Newest exhibit at THEMUSEUM allows an interactive experience with the most diverse aspect in life: water
RAFEY SATTAR
CORD ARTS

As of last weekend, residents of
Kitchener-Waterloo were invited to
experience a creative exploration of
issues surrounding water scarcity,
and the “can’t-go-without-it” importance of H20, at the exhibition
Surface Tension.
Surface Tension has made its way
over from its initial development
and debut in Dublin, Ireland, to
New York, and finally to a short
bus ride away from Wilfrid Laurier
University’s (WLU) campus at the
THEMUSEUM.
From playing in sprinklers as kids
to thinking over life decisions in the
shower, water manages to be the
most vital, but equally unassuming,
part of our lives.
The exhibits blend together science and art with the goal of presenting the Earth’s water supply
as vital to life, extremely vulnerable and too important to take for
granted.
THEMUSEUM’s CEO, David
Marskell, is optimistic that visitors
will leave with a new perspective on
water. “I’m really hoping that people
will be provoked to [share] a dialogue … about water,” said Marskell
in an interview with the Cord, and
“will … hopefully change their daily
lives in some way.”
One such piece, a sculpture by
British artist Hal Watts, challenges
visitors to operate a hand pump
to create the amount of energy it

takes to produce a one-litre bottle
of water.
The task would normally take the
average person three hours if they
dared to try it.
The exhibition also looks at water through the lenses of different
cultures. A collection of photographs by Professor Ronan Foley
documents Holy wells across Ireland where water has served as a
source of healing and wellness for
centuries.
Another set of pictures features a
water conservation campaign that
was spread across India, a country that grapples with shortages on
a daily basis, by artists Anna MacLeod and Carol Hummel in 2010.
Even though the exhibition brings
together influences from across
the globe, Surface Tension adopts a
distinct local feel for its Canadian
debut.
People from across Southern Ontario were invited to drop off tap
water from their homes and businesses to be a part of “Source Dublin: Field of Water,” an interactive art
piece by Mary Coble.
The samples are currently on
display and will be filtered for visitors to drink later this fall as part of
a presentation that encourages the
community to be curious about the
quality of their local water.
Brave guests are also offered
a taste from the murky waters of
Kitchener’s Victoria Park Lake—
after a thorough filtration process.
While much of the exhibition calls

HEATHER DAVIDSON PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Surface Tension brings awareness to the importance and scarcity of water in new and innovative ways

attention to the alarming issues of
water scarcity and pollution, the exhibition dedicates an equal amount
of space to pieces that connect water
to a sense of beauty and wonder.
An installation by American
sculptor David Bowen transfers
signals from a buoy floating in the
Pacific Ocean, with its location currently unknown, to a mechanical
grid displayed at THEMUSEUM that
mimics the movement of the surrounding waves in real time.
The result is an eye catching
and memorable piece that alludes
to the mystery of an ocean that

covers more than 30% of the Earth’s
surface.
WLU is also collaborating with
THEMUSEUM throughout the exhibition’s run to present a series of
talks and film screenings dubbed
“Water Dialogues.”
“WLU is involved in a big way”,
remarked Marskell on the up-coming roster of events.”
“It’s a stellar list that talks about
local issues of water quality and so
on, right up to issues in the arctic.
It’s really, really rich. [WLU] gave us
the resources to allow us to broaden
the dialogue.”

Surface Tension fits right in with
THEMUSEUM’s commitment to engaging people at the cross roads of
science, art and culture.
“We’re not your normal museum,” said Marskell, “and I think
we’ll blow [people’s] minds with this
exhibition.”
Surface Tension runs until the 5th of
January 2014, and discounted student tickets are available for purchase. A full schedule of Water Dialogue events, presented by WLU,
along with more information on the
exhibition, is available on www.themuseum.ca.

3 opinions, 1 record
Cord Arts reviews Drake’s new release Nothing Was The Same
While “Started from the Bottom”
and “Hold on, We’re Going Home”
are a bit more mainstream, there are
no equivalents to the “The Motto”
where the tempo is super upbeat.
The closest to that would be “Tuscan
Leather” but even that is lacking.
If you’re looking for a chill album
to contemplate your life to, this album is perfect.
—Compiled by Cristina Almudevar

The Mainstream
Perspective
LENA YANG GRAPHICS EDITOR

The Rap Perspective

As everything Drake touches turns
to gold, fans have been eager to
see and hear how Nothing Was The
Same might differ from his past two
albums.
Fans are familiar with his switch
up between soft, heartfelt ballads to
cocky, but insightful metaphors, so
what exactly makes this album different from the rest? Respect.
After years of proving to us he’s
no flash in the pan, with this album
Drake has successfully established
himself among hip-hops elite. After paying his dues, Nothing Was
The Same is here to say “Hello from
the top of the food chain, can I help
you?”
The production value on this album is outstanding. Drake’s producer, 40, has taken some risks with
the choice of instrumentals, but not
without sticking to the distinct formula that has made his and Drizzy’s
work so recognizable. This immediately gives Nothing Was The Same its
own identity and strongly separates
itself from the rappers other projects
released this year.
Lyrically, Drake has raised the bar
with this album and makes a point
of addressing everything from competing rappers, handling money,
and his old high school classmates,
“thinking back on how they treated
me, my high school ... make everybody have to go through security

clearance” from the song “Pound
Cake” gives listeners a glimpse of
the sensitive Drake the public knows
well.
Overall Nothing Was The Same is
an instant classic. Love him or hate
him, Drake looks like he’ll be sticking around a little longer.
—Compiled by TJ Mroz

The Rock Perspective

With the buzz surround Drake’s latest musical escapade, Nothing Was
the Same was hyped up to be “the
next big thing.”
It wasn’t. As a casual listener of
Drake, I could not tell the difference
between the three.
While there is blatant maturation—he seems less whiny—he’s
still the Drake with a chip on his
shoulder we know and tolerate.
Lyrically, Drake is at his strongest. He’s gained confidence in his
rhyming ability and his rhythm has
become stronger. While he still raps
in his monotone style, he has become better at choosing background
beats to accompany his tempo and
voice as neither overpowers the
other.
Drake continues his style of confessional rapping with uncomfortably exposing lyrics that make you
feel a too close to Drake, but this is
why he’s so popular.
What is interesting about this
album is that it lacks the big party
songs that we know Drake for.

As a fan of Drake’s previous hits
such as “Crew Love” and “Take
Care” I looked forward to Drake’s
new album Nothing Was The Same.
However, the album was much different than I had expected.
Hit tracks “Started from the Bottom” and “Hold On, We’re Going
Home” were the only songs on the
album to bear a resemblance to
Drake’s previous album Take Care.
The rest is surprisingly devoid of
catchy hooks and party beats.
That’s not to say that Nothing Was
The Same is a bad album. Drake has
moved away from the more mainstream sounds found on his previous albums.
Drake’s first song “Tuscan Leather” shows this when he says, “this is
nothin’ for the radio.”
Drake’s lyrics remain strong and
showcase his traditionally witty
rhymes. Some of the best tracks on
the album include “The Language”
and “Hold On, We’re Going Home.”
These tracks combine a more upbeat sound with a catchy chorus
that makes them an easier listen
for more casual rap listeners like
myself.
While Drake manages to come
out with some decent lyrics and
catchy beats, Nothing Was The Same is
indicative of a stereotypical rap album with over-use of swearing and
references to women and money.
While die-hard rap fans will love
it, I personally can’t wait to get back
to my mainstream.
—Compiled by Kaylee Grootjen
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The latest news in entertainment
Nick Carter Putting It All on
Paris

What do you get when you mix a
frosted-tipped teen idol and socialite royalty Paris Hilton? A dead career and drug addiction.
That’s right, former Backstreet
Boy Nick Carter says his drug use
was so bad it screwed up his brain —
and he is blaming none other than
Paris Hilton.
The cutest Backstreet Boy said
that in 2003, when they were together, Paris “fed my worst impulses as far as partying.” As for what
kind of partying, Nick said it was
all about cocaine, ecstasy and large
amounts of vodka.
Sorry Nick, we DON’T want it
that way.

Animal Rights Group Boycotts Grand Theft Auto V

Grand Theft Auto V crossed the line
by allowing game-playing children
to run over, behead and kill animals.
This obviously didn’t sit well with
a prominent animal rights group
who is calling for a boycott.
Jack Carone from “In Defense of
Animals” claims he is disgusted that
Rockstar Games is capitalizing on
animal torture.
The ability to kill animals in the
game is definitely not a new feature
and animal violence has been included in every single GTA game.
I’m doubtful that this will stop
hundreds of thousands of teens
from buying it.

Kanye West Charged For
Paparazzi Attack

Yeezus has been charged with criminal battery and attempted grand
theft for attacking a paparazzo at
LAX on July 19.
Kanye went HAM on the nosey

photog who dared to speak with him
as he left the airport. The man attacked went to the hospital claiming he had “severe injuries” and has
filed a lawsuit.
If convicted, Kanye could face up
to a year in federal prison. I don’t
think Jordans and jump suits go together well.

M.I.A. Not Giving A Dime

M.I.A. is refusing to pay the NFL a
dime for flipping the middle finger
during the Super Bowl last year.
She thinks a group of crotchflashing cheerleaders were way
more offensive and should be the
ones coughing up coin.
M.I.A. posted a video this week
claiming the girls were all under the
age of 16 in “very sexually provocative positions.”
Doesn’t sound like M.I.A. plans to
back down anytime soon as she referred to the situation as a “powerful
corporation d**k shaking.”

Pacman Jones Arrested

Adam “Pacman” Jones was arrested again, this time it was during a
DUI stop where he wasn’t even the
suspect.
Pacman was the passenger in a
car when Ohio State Patrol pulled
them over and supposedly mouthed
off to officers while they were conducting a field sobriety test on the
woman driving. The Cincinnati
Bengals’ cornerback was arrested
for disorderly conduct and then
shortly released.
I hope Pacman doesn’t forget
about his recent criminal charge
as he was caught on surveillance
cameras hitting a woman outside a
nightclub back in June.
—Compiled by Scott Glaysher
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CLASSIFIEDS
DearLIFE
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life’s little frustrations in
a completely public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
Dear Life,
Why do people take selfies in public
places?
Sincerely,
Duck face
Dear Life,
When students and graduates are
sending me e-mails unsubscribing
to a group/club that I am not associated with, nor have any involvement
with, it makes me wonder who the
hell was actually supposed to receive the e-mails?
Sincerely,
For the last time, you have the
wrong number!
Dear Life,
Sorry about last week. You gave me
lemons so I decided to squirt the
juice in your eyes. I hope it didn’t
hurt too much.
Sincerely,
Overreactor
Dear Life,
Did it hurt when you fell from heaven? Because I’ve been watching you
outside your window for 3 weeks.
Sincerely,
Please Give Me Better Pick-Up
Lines

Advertising Manager
Angela Endicott
angela.taylor@wlusp.com

Dear Laurier,
DFTBA (Don’t Forget To Be
Awesome)
Sincerely,
Nerdfighteria
Dear random girls from the first
turret night,
I told you that I would write you a
dear life and here it is! You are welcome for keeping those strange boys
away, I don’t know if you remember
me but this is me fulfilling my end of
the promise!
Sincerely,
Your local Foot Patrol
Dear life,
When I asked if my day could get
worse, it was a rhetorical question
not a challenge.
Sincerely,
My dead meatball sandwich that
lays dead on the ground
Dear Life,
When life gives you first years, treat
them lovingly. Smile at them, offer
directions when they’re lost, agree
heartily about the crappiness of
early classes. If you treat them right,
they just might feed you. You probably had that much money on your
OneCard once too.
Sincerely,
#FeedAFourthYear
Dear Life,
To the individual who complained
that ”Laurier is not a corporate playground” in Dear Life: Laurier is the
WallyWorld of corporate playground
universities! Just look at the Starbucks and Tim Horton’s lines. Elsewhere, Coca-Cola is guaranteed
something close to a monopoly on
campus beverage sales. Moreover,
WLU is itself a corporation where

profit is of utmost concern. Laurier
sets a neo-liberalist example for the
students in its School of Business
and Economics by exploiting parttime faculty and cramming extra
students into corporate-sponsored
classrooms, effectively de-valuing
your degree because they already
have your tuition. A lot of people
don’t realize this because the school
spends millions advertising its ”excellence” and distracting students
with flashy Terrace expansions for
more corporate food vendors instead of investing more money back
into education.
Sincerely,
All the brands on the back of your
O-Week shirt
Dear Life,
Am I the only one who feels like the
GRT has been catastrophically off
schedule the past week and a half?
Sincerely,
Siesta’s over, let’s go.
Dear Girls of Laurier,
Before introducing me to your gay
friends, please make sure I’m actually gay. Because I’m not and it was
awkward for both of us.
Sincerely,
When In Doubt, Just Ask
Dear Life,
I never cease to be amazed at the
new variations of songs about bitches, n*ggaz, money, and guns rappers
come up with. What ever happened
to all the amazing hip hop that engaged with social issues concerning
race, women and class issues?
Sincerely,
Sing about something besides pussy
for a change
Dear Life,

The Cord’s cool, baby,
you know how it is,
rockin’ and rollin’ and
what not.

Why am I not able to download/torrent on campus anymore? What’s
the point in coming to campus now?
Sincerely,
ITS you better not have something
to do with this
Dear Life,
To all of the students waiting to get
into class at 1E1. Congrats on being
early, can you please not stop in the
middle of the hall when others are
trying to walk by? Slightly difficult
to get past when there’s a mob taking over the entire hallway.
Sincerely,
You are not alone in this universe
Dear Laurier,
I went to the submit an idea section of mylaurier only to find out the
most recent topic was from 2012.
Since my suggestion will likely be
ignored there, can I mention there’s
1 microwave on campus I know of
and thousands of students? Lines
for premade food is one thing, a line
to eat the food you already made
another.
Sincerely,
Budgeting Student
Dear Life,
Why oh why must papers be
proposed?
Sincerely,
I wrote my paper as my proposal
Dear Life,

Does it make me less of a Golden
Hawk if I don’t own Laurier swag??
Sincerely,
Those Sweaters are Pricey
Dear Life,
Why does Laurier screw the Grad
students on grad photos? We pay
$30 more than UofW and Toronto
Laurier MBA students. Thought you
guys were supposed to be supporting us, not exploiting us.
Sincerely,
Looks like my parents will have to
recycle my undergrad grad photos.
Dear Laurier Baseball Team,
Who’s gonna take the Louisville
Slugger this year?
Sincerely,
We all know there was butt stuff
involved
Dear Life,
How come not walking on the Hawk
was such a big deal when it was explained to me during tours and OWeek, yet I see upper-years walking
on it every day?
Sincerely,
Confused first-year
Dear Life,
So I was really hoping on getting
BBM (just to revisit the old days) on
my iPhone. But nooooooo, BlackBerry had to shit the bed again.
Sincerely.
R.I.P.

Volunteer
Volunteer Holiday Gift Wrapping Positions
@Conestoga Mall are now open Dec 1-24. Training takes place in November. Please visit www.eww.ivolunteer.com or call Jennifer @ 519745-2112. In support of Epilepsy Waterloo- Wellington.
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Students shouldn’t be
caught in negotiations
The Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty Association
(WLUFA) and the university met to exchange proposals with respect to the negotiation of a new contract for
contract academic staff (CAS). This is an important
issue that directly impacts students but that does not
mean students should be forced to pick a side. It is at
its core, a labour dispute and both sides need to figure
out their next agreement behind closed doors.
It’s fine to publicly display displeasure and explain
to students why each side is unhappy. However, pulling on student heartstrings and vying for student support is an unnatural part of the process. CAS has recently been using social media to express their grievances to students and anyone else who will listen.
The problem is not that their grievances are illegitimate, because they very much are, but the problem is
in the onus CAS is trying to put on students. Students
are not oblivious. They know exactly how important
CAS staff are to Laurier.
Informing the school community of both sides’ arguments is acceptable, but there are limits to what
should be shared. Contract workers are drawing attention to an elderly American contract professor who
died of cancer while working two jobs to try and pay
for treatment. Despite the longevity of her career, she
was forced to find a second source of income to try to
keep up with medical bills. Her death is a tragic story
that deserves attention.
However, students are not the main party that can
help this sort of thing from happening again. These
types of stories are sad and reflect injustices, but do
not guarantee a better deal this time around.
Even with media coverage and a sympathetic public,
a favourable resolution to a labour dispute is not guaranteed. Again, this is an issue that impacts students
and even further, it is an issue students really do care
about. But they should not be put in the middle of a labour dispute.

Homecoming legacy is in the
hands of students
Homecoming is an exciting time of year for students,
faculty, staff and alumni to come together, and enjoy
a weekend-long party with breaks for tailgating and
football. Students should be using this weekend to have
a good time and escape the rigors of early mornings
and class work. While it is important that we acknowledge the importance of fun and letting loose, there are
certain boundaries, albeit hazy ones, that shouldn’t be
crossed.
Homecoming is finally returning to Queen’s University after a four year suspension due to excessive street
parties and rowdy crowds. I can’t imagine that a party
four years back was so good that it was worth costing the school a homecoming. Laurier students should
take note.
Schools are concerned about homecoming parties
for two reasons: they are a safety concern and detrimental to a school’s academic standing or reputation.
Yes, administration cares about student well-being and
property damage, but the impact of infamous partying
can hurt a school’s reputation, which has a long term
impact on the value of future degrees.
Laurier is known for its St. Patrick’s Day and homecoming festivities. For now, neither threaten the
school’s reputation or academic standing. There is a
fine line between being a school that parties and being
a party school. If the university gets a sense that Laurier is being identified by the latter, it’s bad for enrolment
and bad for students upon graduation.
It is important to be mindful of existing dangers.
Several sexual assaults have occurred near the university this year and we should take ownership for happenings on campus and in the community.
With one of the most hectic and party-filled weekends coming up, let’s take care of each other, use services like Foot Patrol, and keep ourselves in check so
that if things do get a little too crazy, we can help bring
it back under control. That’s not to say we can stop
crime or anyone can single-handedly stop a rowdy
street party, but we can help foster an atmosphere that
promotes inclusivity, safety and security.
Basically, everyone wins as long we are having fun
but are responsible in doing so. We should embrace the
occasion, have fun and party without worrying about
the long term impact. But we should act within reason
and know that universities will not hesitate to shut the
party down indefinitely.
These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions
and then agreed upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial
board, including the Editor-in-Chief and Opinion Editor. The
arguments made may reference any facts that have been made
available through interviews, documents or other sources. The
views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s
volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Allison Leonard, WLUSP President and Publisher
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5

kate turner visual director

Healhy cynicism valuable
Cynics can offer important insight into the flaws that plague society

Kate turner
VISUAL DIRECTOR

In the past I’ve been criticized for being cynical. No, I’m not angry or overdramatic –I’m fed up. Frankly, I don’t
think people can blame me, or my fellow
cynics for our pessimistic attitudes. We
are this way for a reason, and it usually
comes down to ignorance.
For instance, the other day a girl
dropped her wallet so I picked it up, and
instead of her thanking me, she just
grabbed it and giggled at her friend. This
promptly led me to text “I hate people”
to a fellow cynic, who obviously understood my annoyance.
Similarly, if I took a tally of how many
times a door has shut in my face on campus because people refuse to hold the
door, the number would be dangerously
high.
After things like this happen, I have a
hard time figuring out if I am just overly
cynical or if people are just too oblivious
to have any human decency.
But you know what? I’m tired of feeling like a terrible person because I have
no patience for oblivious people.
I don’t spend every waking minute
hating people and the world, but there
are definitely times where the outlook is
pretty grim.
I see parents are raising iPad-obsessed children and sexually active
tweens and worry that the future is
doomed. I hear people ignorantly insulting other people just because of their
differences and I lose faith in humanity.
I am cynical because of the way people treat other people, not because of
a blatant and unreasonable hatred of
everything.

I am cynical because of
the way people treat other
people, not because of a
blatant and unreasonable
hatred of everything.

When incidences occur, like the outbursts from the Miss America pageant
and Obama’s re-election, many people
isolate the problem to a small number of
racists in America. They don’t want to
believe that ignorant people exist everywhere, and that it is a bigger problem.
Apparently it makes me a cynic for
believing that issues are bigger than they
seem, and aren’t easily solvable. But if
being a realist makes me a cynic, then
call me a cynic any day. I would rather be
cynical than oblivious.
But I’ve come to the conclusion that
being cynical is not only cathartic, it’s
healthy. It means you can recognize
problems in society and do not want to
contribute to them. You know things
need to change.
Certainly there are people who take
the cynicism a little too far. Hating people just because you assume they’re ignorant, and complaining about issues
and doing nothing to solve them is not

healthy. But when you see ignorance
around you, being upset about it is an
appropriate response.
I will admit that sometimes I can be
a little too skeptical. When people are
overly nice to me I immediately don’t
trust them. What could they possibly
want that they’re acting so nice? This is a
common side-effect of being a cynic, but
with a little time it can be easily dialed
back.
The key, is to find a healthy level of
cynicism; a middle ground.
It’s perfectly normal to be irritated
with oblivious people. Sometimes people are straight up ignorant, and the fact
that you notice that means that you’re
not. But there is a difference between
disliking ignorance and disliking people for no apparent reason. When you
discover the middle ground you will be
much happier and so will the people
around you.
Stop ignoring problems in your life or
in the world. It’s unproductive and ignoring them will only cause more trouble. Being realistic about life and the
world is the first step to making changes.
The world really needs a healthy
amount of cynicism. People need to stop
assuming that everything will work out,
because sometimes it doesn’t. Problems
don’t get solved on their own, and pretending they do gets you nowhere.
But cynics, the same goes for you. It
wouldn’t hurt to try being more positive sometimes. I’m trying it too and its
a challenge, but its definitely helping my
outlook on life.
If you have a problem with cynical people, maybe try to give them a
little faith in humanity. Hold the door
for someone. If you see someone drop
something, help them pick it up. Say
‘please’ and ‘thank-you,’ and exercise
some common decency.
And my fellow cynics: embrace your
cynicism, but try to lighten up sometimes too. But most of all never apologize for being who you are.
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MIKE HAJMASY
OPINION COLUMNIST

As undergraduate degrees become
increasingly common, their ability
to help distinguish one person from
the next is weakening. As a result,
students with the hope of acquiring
some sort of professional job out of
university are forced to gain additional work experience that will appeal to future employers.
A recent trend in the world of
work takes advantage of student’s
need for diverse work experience by
having them work for free in unpaid
internships. According to Devon
Black, who writes for iPolitics.ca,
between 100,000 and 300,000 Canadians work for no pay.
Unpaid internships were surely
designed to benefit those who took
them by offering a chance to gain
some professional experience, but
this is a system that is now being exploited by employers, offering little
benefit to students or current members of the working world.
Call me crazy, but I’m of the opinion that money is just as important to ‘starving students’ as it is to
anyone else, so why would it make
sense for us to work for free? Does
this not suggest that what we’re doing is somehow less valuable?
Black echoes my feelings of doubt
and summarizes the downside of
this free labour by saying, “When
Canadian students are already being saddled with rising tuition costs
and higher costs of living, requiring
them to work for months without
pay is heaping insult upon injury.” –
Well said, Ms. Black.
If you still believe that unpaid internships benefit students by providing them with valuable experience, perhaps some statistics will
sway you.
According to a three-year survey
conducted by the National Association of Colleges and Employers
(U.S.), over 63 per cent of paid interns were later offered a full time
job, while only 37 per cent of unpaid
interns were given such an offer. It
seems employers are happy to have
you as long as you’re working for
free.
In addition to lacking any real
benefit for the students who work
for free, unpaid internships can have
a negative impact on those who are
already a part of the work force.
A story I recently saw on Global
News, for instance, highlights Samantha Bokma who was let go from
her job unexpectedly, only to find an
online ad searching for an unpaid
intern to replace her.
To put all of this into perspective,
imagine this: It’s 2013 and you’ve

just landed yourself an unpaid
internship.
You think to yourself, “well, this
certainly won’t help me pay back the
thousands of dollars I owe the government, buy groceries, or afford
my monthly rent, but heck, I’ll have
myself an experience that will look
good on a resume and help me in my
future.”
In the process of accepting this
internship you put someone else out
of a job, because let’s face it, your
boss would rather have you work for
free than pay someone else a salary.
A few years later after adding a

DANI SAAD
OPINION EDITOR

Like most issues portrayed as starkly two-sided, unpaid internships are
part of a larger, more complex reality, with nuances that are typically
overlooked by simplified debate.
Unpaid internships can be useful in building skills and propelling
careers. Just because they, like any
type of job, can be misused does not
mean we should give up on the idea
altogether.
Unpaid internships are not an inherently flawed concept. The prob-

In this week’s round:

Unpaid
Internships
In this week’s round Opinion editor
Dani Saad and columnist Mike
Hajmasy debate the merits of
unpaid internships and their impact
on students
Want to ‘Weigh-In?’ E-mail dsaad@thecord.ca

nice list of ‘professional experiences’ to your resume you’re ready to
graduate. Not only are you a certified smart person, university degree
in tow, but also you have plenty of
professional experience that should
make finding a job simple.
Here’s the thing — all of the other
students are looking to gain experience too, and employers have picked
up on the fact that they’re so desperate, they’ll work for free.
As a result, you’re unable to get
the entry-level position that you’re
so aptly qualified for, because there’s
a student with the same hopes and
aspirations as you, in your place.
Unpaid internships provide a vicious (and ironic) cycle where students work for free under the misguided belief that this will increase
their chances of getting a job in the
future.

lems associated with them arise in
their implementation.
There is criteria for unpaid internships set out by the Employment Standards Act. So, there are
guidelines that employers are meant
to follow, but oversight that is lacking. If companies do not comply
with the criteria, they open themselves up to lawsuits while also giving unpaid internships a bad name.
Quite obviously, free labour
should not be allowed but with
stringent regulation and thoughtful
criteria, unpaid internships can be
beneficial, and even instrumental to
student success.
Just because we have yet to create
enforceable criteria does not mean
an outright ban is in the best interest of students. If unpaid internships are banned, those positions
won’t suddenly become paid, but,

for the most part, they will be eliminated. Companies will suffer, but
the real losers will be students who
no longer have access to resumebuilding learning opportunities.
Let’s not forget that there is more
to a job and job satisfaction than
money. Doing meaningful work,
gaining valuable experience and developing skills are important aspects
of a job that cannot be overlooked.
Unpaid positions could very well
offer more intrinsically and develop
marketable skills more effectively
than a paid job.
One valid concern related to unpaid internships is that some lessprivileged students cannot afford to
work for free. Even if they recognize
the value in an unpaid internship,
they also recognize that value and
experience won’t pay the bills.
This is where the compound nature of the problem becomes relevant. Many are kept from attending post-secondary education at all
due to the cost of tuition, textbooks,
rent, and general living. Many more
have to drop out because they cannot sustain the cost.
Internships are a small part of a
vast problem. If the cost of being a
student wasn’t so high (and continuously rising), more students could
afford to spend a few hours a week
gaining marketable skills instead of
working some meaningless job.
Take it from someone who has
worked a variety of jobs to get
through school and had an amazing internship. I would much rather
have done something meaningful for free a few hours a week than
dedicate the majority of my time to
delivering pizzas or serving drinks.
Internships do not guarantee a
future job, but neither does a degree.
We pay thousands of dollars and
go into debt for a piece of paper in
hopes of it resulting in a job and that
is perceived as acceptable. But the
idea of working in your desired field
for free while gaining tangible experience that your degree does not
provide, is considered outrageous.
We should addressing the compound problem of why students
need to work while in school and
why expenses are so high. We’re
having the wrong debate.
If used correctly, internships can
be a stepping stone to greater things
and provide meaningful work for
students. It makes no sense to ban
them outright. Abuse and labour
disputes occur in paid jobs as well,
but nobody plans on banning jobs.
Let’s be sensible and work towards a solution that benefits students instead of taking away what is
often their only real shot at practical
experience.

Recently Max Blouw wrote an editorial for The Globe and Mail expounding that universities should
not be expected to train their students for specific jobs, but should
provide a broad skill set.
I wholeheartedly agree, but I believe that this policy precludes the
undergraduate business program
from the university level of education. It should be a college program
because it teaches specific workplace skills and not research, which
is what a university degree used to
be about.
I am an arts student with the
business option, because I believe
the business courses will help me
obtain employment in the future,
though these skills could easily be
taught by those workplaces. Business programs are still important,
and the modern world needs those
graduates to operate.
But university is about research
and the individual pursuit of knowledge, and Laurier’s business program does not conform; it is the
pursuit of money. Business students
frequently go their postsecondary
career without using the library. The
forms of testing are rote memorization, and group projects don’t require complete understanding of
the material or independent thinking. For the math centred courses,
it’s about how to follow structured
forms and use formulas. To me, this
belongs at the college level. People
who go to college get jobs. I came
to university to get a stereotypical,
romanticized university education
(and as a means to get to a professional graduate degree).
I’m not suggesting we demote
the business program, but rather
suggesting we restructure our idea
of what college is. I’m also aware
that this is not feasible and will remain unimpressed that business
programs have changed, perhaps
degraded, what a university degree
requires.
–Karen Lees

RE: Renaissance 2.0

I appreciated your inspired article
on the extraordinary progress of human beings. You’re right, we live in
a fundamentally different era, the
accessibility of knowledge is significant in contrast to hundreds of
years ago. Although, it is not nearly
as accessible as you have expressed.
The article fails to engage with privilege. Yes, the Internet has facilitated communication, but it is still
only a tool accessible to a small section of the population. Those who
are struggling to assemble a meal
for the evening will not have the resources to afford a computer system
(I myself have been going without a
personal computer for months because I cannot afford a new one),
let alone monthly Internet fees. You
might be able to argue that we can
access information via the public library system, but this access is
limited- downloads (such as torrents and adblockers) are not permitted, and hours are restricted. Not
to mention, this is only true within
our own society. Across the globe,
access to Internet is out of reach. If
information can only be accessed
by those who can afford it, will the
progress we make using the internet
really be meeting the needs of those
who have no access?
– Catherine Smith
Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 250 words. Include your full name and telephone number. Letters must be received by 12:00 p.m.
Monday via e-mail to letters@thecord.
ca. The Cord reserves the right to edit for
length and clarity or to reject any letter.
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GOP cuts aimed at poor
OPINION EDITOR

It’s an example of backwards priorities, twisted
logic and an elitist perception of reality.

House Republicans passed a bill last
Thursday that cuts about $40 billion
from the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) program, which oversees food stamp
distribution.
Republicans claim it is about
eliminating loopholes and reigning in a “wild horse” of a program,
whereas most Democrats refer to
the bill as barbaric.
This is not a bloated budget being
cut down or a responsible reeling in
of big government. It’s an example
of backwards priorities, twisted
logic and an elitist perception of
reality.
Republican House Speaker John
Boehner explained that the bill
would make getting back to work
a priority for Americans. Nothing
quite like the inability to feed your
family to light a fire under your ass
to get back to work. And this is the
party that needs to relate better
to the poor and minorities. It’s either sheer arrogance or stupidity or
some sort of painful combination.
The argument that food stamps
are abused and the program is riddled with fraud holds little weight
when compared with other programs. According to an article in
The Atlantic, the margins of error
in food stamps are comparable with
other social programs, hovering at
around 3 per cent.
When members of the House advocate for cuts to the program as a
way to eliminate fraud or loopholes,
they’re actually just cutting funding.
As approximately 47 million
Americans experience high levels
of food insecurity and rely on foodstamps for meals, 217 members of
the House decided that cuts to the
program were a good idea.
Republicans could have dug their

teeth into a variety of programs
that require fiscal trimming, but
for some reason chose to create a
bill which hurts America’s most
vulnerable.
It is difficult to understand how
the government can debate a strike
on Syria that would come with a
hefty price tag in the billions when
at the same time cutting social programs on which so many Americans
rely.
Obama increased funding for the
SNAP program and instances of
fraud decreased. By making these
cuts, all progress made will be reversed as millions will lose access
to meals and jobs will be lost in
distribution.
The House wants to put income
restrictions in place so high earners
cannot receive food stamps. That
seems reasonable, but becomes unfair when farmer subsidies, which
are typically part of the same bill as
food stamps, get overlooked.
Farmers making far more than
the average American should not be
receiving subsidies from the government, especially when it wants
to kick 4 million people off the food
stamps program. Insurance coverage encourages farmers to take risks
in cultivating land that may not be
fertile and, overall, the farmer subsidy program has been susceptible
to fraud. However, the farm and insurance lobbies are likely a fair deal
more powerful than hungry Americans. This issue is a direct reflection

dani saad

Nick Lachance file photo

A reliance on technology isn’t as beneficial as most believe.

Tech-driven
apocalypse
We’re actually becoming less connected
as we lose our humanity to technology

CATE RACHER
OPINION COLUMNIST

A lot of things in popular culture
have to do with the end of the world,
be it by some sort of natural disaster, zombies, or a global war that
ends humanity as we know it.
We struggle to survive, overcome
some sort of ordeal, and in the end,
everything is good and happy. Humanity carries on, despite overwhelming odds. But see, this is not
what I typically pay attention to.
I hope I am not the only one to
have noticed this, but in every single movie, book, or television show
about the apocalypse, everyone is
personally more connected.
I don’t mean physically, though
that certainly would play a part if
people are trying to survive and
protect each other. I mean they are
more like a community. They survive and keep their sanity by meeting new people and learning to work
together in a way that will serve everyone in the group.
People form relationships with
actual people instead of with a
screen or a keyboard, whereas in the
real world, we are constantly connected to some form of electronic
device, be it the latest Apple technology or a laptop.
The point here is that we have
very little sense of community, like
what we see in the media and to be
honest, I think that maybe humanity could do with a little end of the
world.
With all sorts of new developments occurring in technology every day, people are finding more and
more ways of being disconnected
from the people around them, so
that they can connect with the internet and social media.
In my house, none of my siblings (nor myself, I must admit) can
go very long without checking our

cellphones or iPods to make sure
we don’t miss out on any messages from people that aren’t directly
around us.
I, for one, use my phone to keep
in contact with my friends, family
and people I care about; we all live
varying distances from each other,
and it’s rare that we get to spend
time together, so we try to make up
for that by texting or Facebook messaging on a constant basis.
People today don’t have that big
sense of community and purpose
that people do in television shows
or movies. We don’t see families sitting down and having conversations
or game nights.
What we see is a group of people
sitting on their couches with their
laptops or phones, staring at the
screens instead of making eye contact with each other.
Social niceties seem to have been
tossed to the wind in favour of updating twitter or Facebook and Instagramming what you had for dinner that night.
We are so concerned with not
missing anything in the virtual
world that we sometimes forget
that a real live world actually exists
around us.
While I am certainly guilty of all
of the above and I understand the
irony of a tech junky like myself
writing this, I am starting to realize what technology really means to
me, my family, and for humanity in
general.
I spend so much of my time in my
room, on the computer, that I miss
out on things with my family.
Everyone misses out on the little
things when they have their face
buried in their smartphone or laptop; they’re busy trying not to miss
anything while really they are missing everything. That to me is how
the world will truly be ending.
Humanity either needs to change
its overall attitude towards how we
interact with technology and each
other, or the world really needs to
start ending because otherwise, as
we advance further and further into
the technological age, we are going
to lose ourselves to the network.

of American priorities and the complicity of interest group donations to
political campaigns.
Usually it is a little less transparent and the impact less direct, but
this time all those favours owed is
resulting in 4 million people losing
their meals. The real kicker is that
many Republicans want to increase
the farm subsidies further.
Farm subsidies are fundamentally very similar to a social welfare
program like food stamps, although
there is no interest in closing the
loopholes when it comes to farmers.
Some farm subsidies are even given
out to dead farmers.
The Risk Management Agency,
which administers crop insurance
for farmers, recently paid $22 million to over 3,000 individuals who
had been dead for at least two years.
Duke University economist Marc
Bellemare and political scientist
Nicholas Carnes have a reason beyond the power of interest groups to
explain Congress’s agricultural subsidy infatuation.
According to their work, farmers
and have disproportionate political
sway in key districts.
Whatever the motivation for this
latest waste of time and tax dollars, Republicans ultimately lose.
It makes them look bad, except to
the disillusioned Tea Party-ers who
think this sort of thing is responsible governance.
The bill won’t make it through
Senate and Obama has already
threatened a veto. Republicans
come out looking heartless and unnecessarily combative by proposing
a bill that they know will not pass.
This is a bad move for a GOP
looking for credibility with the
American people.
When other countries look with
confusion at America, it’s because of
government actions like this, which
put citizens at increased risk. It
wasn’t food stamps that created the
deficit and cutting funding for the
program won’t eliminate it either.
It’s a shame millions of Americans on food stamps don’t have special interest groups to ensure their
jobs. They have to be motivated by
an inability to feed their family.

For more information, visit community.the cord.ca
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Sports in brief
Women’s rugby blown out
by Guelph

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
women’s rugby team took a beating
Saturday night as the No.1 nationally ranked Guelph Gryphons defeated
the Hawks 110-0 at University Stadium. Guelph led 41-0 after the first
half and would not let up, as they
scored an additional 69 points in the
second half, exploding the moment
the second half began. Laurier drops
to 0-3 on the season and will face
the Brock Badgers in St. Catharines
on Saturday, before returning home
on Oct. 5 to finish off their season
against the Western Mustangs.

Men’s baseball shuts out
Brock in 1-0 win

TREVOR MAHONEY LAURIER ATHLETICS

Tommy Majka makes a tackle during Saturday’s 45-24 loss. Laurier led for the entire first half, shutting Western out in the first quarter.

Focus shifts to Homecoming
—cover

But things still went according to
plan for Western, and Laurier currently sits 1-4 and near the bottom
of the standings with three games
left in the season.
However, fifth-year defensive
back Felix Odum believes the loss
against Western is a good indication
of what the Hawks are capable of.
“It’s not really a relief [to do well]
because we know,” he said. “We
know what we can do. The people
outside don’t know what’s going on
in here. And we see it all the time.”
Despite Laurier’s effort, there
were still plenty of mistakes. At one
point, the Hawks gave up 30 yards
from two penalties in the same
drive.
There were communication errors and Fracas threw two interceptions that hindered their chances of
a comeback.
“We had far too many penalties,” Faulds said. “We need to clean
up our discipline and clean up

penalties.”
Faulds also explained that there’s
still much improving to do with such
a young team.
“I don’t think it’s defensively,
offensively or special teams,” he
continued.
“All three phases have to improve;
all three phases have to get better. And there are times when our
defence is on the field a little too
much.”
“Everyone here knows that we
have a long way to go. We keep that
in mind with every practice and every thing we do,” Odum said.
“We’re a young team, we took
some penalties, but overall it was a
good learning experience. And the
things we learned we can take into
homecoming next weekend.”
Sitting in an even worse situation
at this point of the season than last,
the possibility of Laurier not making
the playoffs — albeit there are still
three games left — is very possible.
Currently tied for eighth with the
Toronto Varsity Blues and Waterloo

Warriors, the Hawks have a tough
final stretch ahead of them to even
grasp that sixth and final playoff
spot.
With that in mind, Laurier’s focus
now shifts to Saturday afternoon’s
homecoming date with the Windsor
Lancers.
Currently sitting in fourth,
the Lancers are coming off a win
against the Varsity Blues and will be
guided by an offensive threat found
in Austin Kennedy.
According to Odum, quarterback
Kennedy is the main component to
shutting down Windsor.
“We gotta contain Austin,” he
laughed. “Austin Kennedy is the key
to their offence. He runs around,
a great athlete [and] he makes big
plays. Our biggest thing is going to
be shutting him down.”
After meeting the Lancers, Laurier will travel to Kingston to play
Queen’s before returning home to
battleExp McMaster.
Game time against the Lancers is
1 p.m. at University Stadium.

“We know what we can
do. The people outside
don’t know what’s going
on in here. And we see it
all the time.”
—Felix Odum, defensive back for men’s
football

SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday afternoon, I witnessed my
14th Wilfrid Laurier University football game as the sports editor of The
Cord.
In less than two years, I’ve
watched the team go through three
shutouts in the same season, a
three-game span without a touchdown, a 3-5 record — which somehow got them into the playoffs — a
34-0 blowout quarterfinal loss, a
four-game span without an offensive touchdown, a head coach stepping down, the sixth head coach in
Laurier history being hired, an extensive training camp for ten days
straight, a 0-3 beginning to the 2013
season, quarterback dramas and
more that I probably missed within
my tenure.

begin the game, Western received
the kick, but was stopped at about
their 30-yard line. From there, Laurier’s defence pushed Western to a
2-and-out.
Laurier found the board first with
a field goal. They were leading. But
I’d been here before — it was the
score Laurier had before they lost
56-3 to the same Mustangs a year
ago. I wasn’t convinced.
But something was different in
this Laurier team.
In the first three games of the
season, they were nervous, inexperienced and full of mental errors.
They took beatings like they were
meant to.
Against the Mustangs, the firstplace team in the Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) conference and the
No. 2 nationally ranked team, the
Hawks had something they hadn’t
had in those first three games that
they could have won. They had
something I hadn’t seen in those 13
games beforehand.
They had passion.
They had passion for the name on
their jersey and they had a reason

Cornwall makes WLU history at Invitational

Laurier’s cross country team competed over the weekend, and Adam
Cornwall’s 10th-place finish at the
Western Invitational ended up being the best ever by a Laurier runner
at an event. The previous best finish
in the individual competition was a
27th-place finish by Shoaib Ikram
in 2010. The Western Invitational
also hosted its largest field ever and
featured a number of All-Canadians from the previous season. The
Hawks finished 12th as a team out
of 18 teams. The next meet for the
cross country team is this weekend
in Guelph.

Campbell, Brown named
athletes of the week

Give credit where credit is due
Excuse me if I’m a little cynical.
But, nothing surprised me more
than that 14th game against the
Western Mustangs.
I sat in my regular spot in the
press box at Knight-Newbrough
field. I’m placed in the corner of the
press box— a small editor like myself doesn’t need much room — and
I organized myself accordingly.
Receiver Brian Marshall was a
game-time decision for the Mustangs, and he was said to be playing.
Laurier was starting James Fracas as
quarterback again.
And the rain was coming down
harder and harder as I got myself
ready for what I predicted as a blowout in favour of the Mustangs.
I got comfortable and watched
as Laurier and Western came out of
the tunnel below me. There was a
decent crowd considering the rain
didn’t want to let up.
Western was to receive Laurier’s
kick — I was hoping Laurier would
receive so the beating wouldn’t start
so quick.
But it wasn’t like that.
As the fireworks went off to

Brett van Pelt’s pitching performance Sunday against the Brock
Badgers in the second game of a
doubleheader gave the Hawks a motivating 1-0 win. After dropping the
first game of the doubleheader 13-2,
Laurier bounced back, with van Pelt
scattering two hits, four walks and
nine strikeouts. Laurier moves to
5-3 on conference play and will play
this week against the Western Mustangs, the McMaster Marauders and
the Waterloo Warriors.

for being on that field. They had
confidence in themselves. The
Hawks knew it was going to be
tough — you don’t get out of a game
like that unscathed. But when everyone thought Western was going to
walk all over Laurier or easily get the
win, the Hawks just came clawing
back.
I have become entirely jaded
watching such a losing team. I
expected the worst and was not
surprised when the unfortunate
happened.
But Saturday impressed me.
I don’t expect playoffs this year. I
don’t even expect another win. Laurier meets with Windsor, Queen’s
and McMaster to finish the year. It’s
a hard road.
But it doesn’t mean this team is
entirely down and out. They have
the passion and the confidence to do
things that people — including this
sports editor — won’t expect them
to do. For that, I give them credit.
And for the first time in a while,
when I walk into University Stadium
and take my regular seat in the press
box, I won’t be expecting the worst.

Women’s soccer striker Emily
Brown and men’s football running
back Dillon Campbell were named
this week’s athletes of the week.
Brown scored a pair of goals on the
weekend to help the Hawks get four
points. She scored the game winner against UOIT and the only tally
from Laurier in a 1-1 tie with York.
Campbell rushed for 155 yards and
two touchdowns on 15 carries Saturday against Western, including a
100-yard rush, which is the second
longest from scrimmage in Laurier
history. The longest was 103 yards
in 2007. He now sits in the top spot
of the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) statistics for rushing and
third in the Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) with 538 yards.

Women’s hockey 2-2 in preseason action

After finishing up a weekend in
Montreal, the women’s hockey team
is currently 2-2 in non-conference
action. After a 3-2 win against the
Waterloo Warriors and a 3-2 loss to
the Western Mustangs, the Hawks
headed to Montreal where they defeated the defending CIS champions, the Montreal Carabins, 3-2 after 18 rounds of penalty shots. Hayley Baxter became the hero for the
Hawks, scoring in the 18th round,
while rookie goaltender Amanda
Smith held strong. The Hawks also
lost 5-3 to the McGill Martlets. The
next stretch of preseason action is
this weekend at the Gaels Invitational before opening the season on
Oct. 4.
–Compiled by Shelby Blackley
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Laurier was leading 10-0 before Waterloo came back to tie the game, before it was called for lightning.

Lacking leadership
Men’s rugby wants to stick to game plan for rest of season
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

On Friday, the Wilfrid Laurier men’s
rugby team settled for a 10-10 tie
with cross-town rivals, the Waterloo
Warriors, after the game was called
early due to inclement weather.
While the tie is an improvement
from their previous two losses this
season, head coach Rob McQueen
saw more potential in the rainy
affair.
“The thing I’m trying to get across
is that the team we have right now is
actually really good,” he said. “And
we have a history of it being poor in
the last few years. And the one we
have now is really good.
“And if we would have played by
the game plan, the game would have
been 35-0 minimum.”
Last year, the Hawks finished the
season 1-7, winning their last game
of the season against the bottomdwelling Toronto Varsity Blues 51-0.
Coming into this season, McQueen saw a lot of potential from
the Hawks and was interested in
what they were able to do with such
depth. However, it hasn’t been evident thus far in games.
That’s not to say that the Hawks
didn’t play well against Waterloo.
The Hawks were ahead 10-0 at the
45-minute mark in the second half.
However, the Warriors scored ten

“As soon as we play the
game plan, as soon as
we get that together, everything can change in a
heartbeat.”
—Rob McQueen, men’s rugby head
coach

unanswered points to tie the game
before it was called.
“In some ways, they did very
well,” McQueen said. “We were in
control of the game the entire time.
We were inside their five-yard line
several times and didn’t score.”
But there were also times the
Hawks didn’t do what they should
have.
“Every chance they had to be an
individual and [move away] from
the game plan, they took it. And it
became a bunch of individuals running around, making things up as
they go.”
In order for Laurier’s team to
be successful, changes need to
be made. The biggest, McQueen

explained, comes in leadership.
“[The players] know the game
plan; they know what they’re supposed to be doing. And if one guy
steers away from that, that’s not
a problem because a leader will
say we’ll straighten you out. But if
there’s no leader, then it’s a bunch of
individuals doing individual things,
and you can’t solve the problem.”
McQueen explained that the leadership issue could possibly be fixed
by taking a look at Laurier’s ‘B’ rugby team. In the ‘B’ team’s game on
the weekend, Laurier defeated Waterloo 50-0 – a large margin of difference from the ‘A’ team’s 10-10 tie.
“There’s plenty of depth there,
there’s plenty of athletes that are
hungry to step in, and I’ve just got
to find out if there’s one or two of
those athletes that can step in and
be a leader, or quickly put pressure on the guys playing on the first
team now to realize there are certain
things they have to do,” McQueen
said.
And change will have to come fast
for WLU, as their next test will be
against the RMC Paladins in Kingston, before returning home to play
the Guelph Gryphons on Oct. 5.
“Our team, athletically, is probably top three or four,” McQueen said.
“As soon as we play the game plan,
as soon as we get that together, everything can change in a heartbeat.”
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Win escapes women’s soccer’s grasp
Added-time goal by Lions ties up game; Laurier drops out of national rankings for first time since Sept. 2010
WESLEY TAYLOR

“It was one of those
plays that makes you
throw your hands up in
the air.”

STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
women’s soccer team appeared to
have defeated the York Lions by a
one-goal margin entering added
time on Sunday afternoon.
However, York striker Adeife Adekusibe capitalized on a Laurier defensive collapse to tie the game and
shock the home crowd at University
Stadium.
York surged late in the game and
managed to score against the seemingly impenetrable Laurier back
four and veteran goalkeeper Katrina
Ward.
“[York] had a five second window of opportunity to capitalize
and they did,” said head coach Barry
MacLean. “We’re disappointed but
pleased with the overall result.”
“It was one of those plays that
makes you throw your hands up in
the air,” he added.
Striker Emily Brown, the Hawks’
leading scorer, gave Laurier the lead
at halftime with her fourth goal of
the season and finished the game
with three shots.
Laurier had the more threatening
opportunities despite sharing possession midway through the tightly
contested matchup.
The Hawks also appeared to be
battling through fatigue after Saturday’s 2-1 defeat of the UOIT Ridgebacks on the road.
Midfielder Katie Bishop was
physical and distributed the ball
effectively in the defensive third
and rookie midfielder Jessica Craig
posed a threat to the Lion’s defence

—Barry MacLean, women’s soccer
head coach
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Jessica Craig fights for a ball during Sunday’s match against the York Lions. The Hawks tied 1-1.

as she patrolled the wing.
Striker Kayleigh Bell was substituted in at halftime and sparked the
relatively quiet Laurier offence.
Controversially, York’s last defender,
Shannon Wood, on a partial breakaway with ten minutes remaining,
dragged down Bell.

Bell’s stolen one-on-one with the
goalkeeper and goal opportunity
resulted in merely a yellow card for
Wood. Although the home crowd at
University Stadium erupted in disagreement, this proved to be a momentum shift for York. But despite
the draw, MacLean was pleased with

the strength of his starters.
“Our performance was exceptional considering our eight injuries
and we had the same twelve players
[that played both Saturday and Sunday],” he said.
“York is as good of a team as
we’ll play in the OUA West and we

Stronger effort can’t help Laurier
Men’s soccer suffers 7-0 loss to York after holding national leaders to 1-0 in first half
SHAYNE MCKAY
STAFF WRITER
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Midfielder Niklas Bauer battles for a ball during Sunday’s 7-0 loss.

After coming off a muddy and
hard-fought 2-0 win over the UOIT
Ridgebacks on Saturday, which saw
them end a three-game scoreless
drought, the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks men’s soccer team just
couldn’t compete with the Ontario
University Athletics (OUA) division–leading and No.1 nationallyranked York Lions as they fell 7-0.
Sunday was the first matchup between the Hawks and Lions since
last year’s playoff quarterfinal.
A close first half battle saw York
leading only 1-0 over the underdog
Hawks before kicking things in to
high gear at the start of the second
half by scoring three goals in the
first seven minutes.
“York is a quality team and I think
they had something to prove after
last year’s playoff game where we
kept them to a 1-0 score in the rain,”
said head coach Mario Halapir.
“I can’t be down on our boys, we
were much better today [than yesterday], but I wish we could’ve given
them a better fight than we did.”
Despite the big loss, coach Halapir hopes it won’t get the best of his
team.
“I hope this game doesn’t bring
our confidence and our abilities
down, and I hope it doesn’t change
anything about the way we wanted
to do things for the rest of the season,” he said.
“I think we’ve had a decent start
and I think the last few games have
been a constant improvement.
This just has to be erased out of the
memory and we need to remember
what we could’ve done perhaps better, but I think physically today we
just didn’t have the legs to compete.”
“I have to give credit for our boys
at the back, Trevor Schein, Brady

Kelly, and Blake Whitely, it’s a big
task especially with these guys running after the ball like they did, but
they did a great job,” he added.
“And also the guys who played the
whole game, it’s hard to single out
certain players but to last the whole
game and battle hard after yesterday was definitely complimentary to
them.”
Halapir decided to give secondyear goaltender Evan Phillips the
start after he held Western to a 0-0
tie last week and earned the shutout
against the Ridgebacks on Saturday.
“The outcome of the game had
nothing to do with the goaltending,”
said Halapir.
“The chances they created were
clear chances, it wasn’t as though [it
was] something our goalies let us
down on.”
After allowing five goals, Phillips was replaced with veteran
keeper Brett Harrington, but Halapir remains confident in his young
netminder.
“I figured there would be more
goals and I didn’t want Phillips to
get beat up any more than necessary,” he added.
“It has nothing to do with him, it’s
a team game.”
The Hawks now sit 3-2-3, which
puts them fourth in the OUA West
division, five points behind the
Guelph Gryphons. Laurier hopes
to go back to their winning ways as
they host the UOIT Ridgebacks this
Friday.
The game against the Ridgebacks
is their only one this weekend.
“I don’t even remember when we
lost a game like this by such a high
score,” Halapir said.
“But we just have to get prepared
for next week, this game’s done and
we got a hard week of practice to get
back at it for Friday.”
Kickoff is set for 8 p.m.

battled.”
MacLean firmly stated that injuries and a grueling schedule contributed to the sputtering Hawks
offence and it is not a matter of
under-performance.
Though the team has scored nine
goals through eight games, the defence has only allowed four goals
against.
Laurier now has a record of 4-1-3
and are tied for first in the Ontario
University Athletics (OUA) West division alongside the Western Mustangs and the Guelph Gryphons
with 15 points apiece. However,
Laurier dropped out of the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) top ten
rankings this week for the first time
since Sept. 7, 2010.
The Hawks will host the Ridgebacks on Friday at University
Stadium.
Kickoff is scheduled for 6 p.m.
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“What’s
ON!” in Waterloo
Region
JOIN Your
OUR
MAILING
LIST
& stay connected with CEI News, Postings & Programs

WILD WRITERS LITERARY FESTIVAL NOVEMBER 8-10, 2013
CARIBOO BUCKAROO

Is a 90-minute theatrical production from Victoria’s Theatre SKAM, a
professional theatre company with a 19-year track record of presenting
polished high-quality plays... see grandsocial.ca for more info
Posted by IMPACT13 | Tuesday Sept 24 - 29

PI presents BRAINSTEM FESTIVAL [ALL AGES]

Your Future is Now Festival will be deﬁned by truly awe-inspiring,
hands-on exhibits. Showcasing cutting-edge technology, these exhibits
will inspire you! Imagine the future.... see grandsocial.ca for more info
Posted by Perimeter Institute | Monday Sept 30 - Oct 6

1
2
3

NAKED A PLAY BY LEA DANIELS

Meet Michael and Maggie, two very different siblings thrown together in
a comic battle for control when they unexpectedly become caregivers to
an ailing sister... see grandsocial.ca for more info
Posted by Lost&Found Theatre | Oct 9 -12 08:00PM

COLOUR VIOLETTA

Color Violeta formed to revive arrangements of Chilean folk music
preserving the cultural legacy of a family that was the root of Latin
American music.... see grandsocial.ca for more info
Posted by Neruda Productions | Saturday Oct 19 - 08:00PM

FALL CITY FALL & GUESTS @ MAXWELLS MUSIC HOUSE

Waterloo line-up for this 19+ event includes Fall City Fall, A Sight For
Sewn Eyes, Kennedy, Storyteller, The Spectral Type . Advance tickets
will be available until Friday, Oct 25... see grandsocial.ca for more info

GRFF; Festival Launch - Oct 22- 26

by Grand River Film Festival

Fall Exhibition: Bemrose, Farwell & Waddick

by Homer Watson House & Gallery

Matt Mays (Solo & Acoustic) Oct 23
by Starlight Social Club

BB King @ Centre in the
Square - Oct 12, 2013
by Centre in the Square
Number 9 Rides Again
Oct 14, 2013
by City of Waterloo

Proyceto Altiplano
Oct 5, 2013
by We Are Culture

Posted by Have Hope | Breakdown Magazine | Friday Oct 25 - 7:00PM

KISSING BRIDGE STUDIO TOUR AND SALE [ALL AGES]

Entertainment Update

Posted by Kissing Bridge Trail Studio Tour | Oct 26 - 27 10:00AM -5:00PM

CEI Roadshow &
Grand Social Info Sessions

Come visit various artists’ studios and homes in the Elmira, St Jacobs and
surrounding countryside. A perfect way to spend an autumn weekend!
see grandsocial.ca for more info

by Creative Enterprise Initiative

KULTRUN

Kultrún: A Celebration of our Collective Cultural Inheritance. Neruda Arts
inaugural Indigenous and World music festival, Kultrún recognizes the
indigenous artists in the world music..see grandsocial.ca for more info
Posted by Neruda Productions | Thursday Nov 14-17

The Courtyard

Cambridge - Kitchener - Waterloo
North Dumfries - Wellesley - Wilmot - Woolwich
A Creative Enterprise Initiative

MeMe’s Café

by Creative Enterprise Initiative

Kitchener Waterloo Little
Theatre

CEI Workshop Wednesdays
by Creative Enterprise Initiative

Starlight Social Club

CALLING ALL CREATIVES!
Showcase your creative projects to the Waterloo region.

JOIN GRAND SOCIAL TODAY!

Grand Social is a Creative Enterprise Initiative
project that grew out of Waterloo Region’s desire
to create a community that fosters outstanding
artistic endeavor and creative enterprise.

CreativeEnterprise.ca

